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Electrospinning, in which a droplet of polymer liquid is elongated by the action of
a strong electrical field, is an effective method to produce submicron scale fibers. The
resulting nanofibers are collected as non-woven mats with large surface area to
volume ratios which can be used in filtration, catalysis, tissue engineering and
reinforced composites. Studies on electrospinning, however, have been limited to
relatively simple polymeric systems and researchers have just begun to scratch at the
surface of the structure and morphology of various sub-micron scale fibers.
To achieve a fundamental understanding of material-processing-structure relation
during nanofiber formation, the following three systems have been investigated
experimentally. First, the formation of nanofibers from polylactic acid (PLA) and its
nanocomposite solutions has been studied to investigate the effects of inclusion of
silica nanoclays. It is observed that the inclusion of nanoclays gives rise to strong cold
crystallization, formation of beta crystals and structural orientation in PLA fibers.
Electrospun PLA nanocomposite fibers also exhibit improved mechanical properties
due to the preservation of intercalated structures and further alignment of nanoclays
throughout the entire fiber. We further studied the effect of inclusion of polyethylene
oxide (PEO) on PLA fibers. The mechanical properties of PLA are greatly affected by
the addition of PEO. Electrospun PLA/PEO blend fibers with less than 10wt% of PEO
exhibit increased elongational modulus, yield strength and breaking strain.

Secondly, we have created a unique route to nanofibers directly from the melt
which eliminates the organic solvents present in solution electrospinning. This new
solvent-free approach not only allows us to investigate a rich array of experimental
studies to develop novel nanofibers directly from polymer melts and composites but
also opens the door to theoretical routes to model nanofiber formation without the
complications associated with solvent evaporation. Sub-micron PLA fibers have
successfully been electrospun from its melt by investigating the effects of a series of
processing parameters on fiber diameter. The degradation during melt electrospinning
has also been studied.
The third system is an extension from melt electrospinning, which is heated
solution electrospinning of polyolefin. We explored the possibilities of electrospinning
sub-micron polyolefin fibers directly from their solutions and investigated the effects
of processing parameters on fiber morphologies and properties.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Nanoscale fibers are defined as fibers with diameter between 50 nm to 500 nm. It
is their small size, their large surface area to volume ratio as a consequence, that
intrigued many of us. Potential applications can be found in the fields of catalytic
development, water/air filtration, biomedical engineering and sensoring technology et
al. Since the first patent on applying electrostatic force on making fibers in 1930s,
electrospinning process has been proved to be an effective way to produce nanofibers
or sub-micron fibers for over fifty materials including organic, inorganic and hydrid
materials [1].
In typical electrospinning, a charged solution or melt droplet is stretched and
accelerated by a strong electrical field instead of mechanical force in conventional
spinning. The charged jet undergoes a straight jet stage and/or a whipping motion
before being collected as non-woven fiber mats. At the same time, jet solidifies
quickly due to the fast evaporation of solvent or temperature gradient in the spinning
region. Although the electrospinning is straightforward in regards to the process itself,
the underlying mechanism involved in the electrospinning process are still pending for
solutions.
1.1 History of Electrospinning
The term “Electrospinning” derives from electrostatic spinning and first used
around 1994. Electrospinning roots from the earliest electrospray used for painting in
early nineteenth century. The milestone for this technique should be marked by a
series of patents filed by Formhals during 1934 and 1944 [2-6]. He designed an
electrospinning setup to produce polymer fibers which were much larger than so
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called nanofibers. His contributions other than this setup also included producing
fibers of polymer blend system and aligning fibers in a parallel way.
Since then, electrospinning has seemed to be dormant until 1966 when a new
apparatus was designed by Simons [7]. In his patent, he demonstrated that production
of ultra thin and light non-woven fabrics were feasible through electrospinning and
found that less viscous solutions could produce shorter and finer fibers while more
viscous solutions produce thicker and relatively continuous fibers.
During the same period, Taylor [8-10] studied the shape of initial charged droplet
in an electrospinning. In his studies, he found that the solution droplet starts to become
cone-shaped when the needle potential increases. The critical angle for the stable cone
is at φ=49.3o. Beyond this angle, a jet will break through which is due to the maximum
instability of the fluid surface induced by the electrical field. The deformed droplet at
the tip of the needle was later called “Taylor Cone”.
Taylor’s theory later was proved by the production of sub-micron fibers by
Baumgarten in 1971 [11]. When the critical voltage was reached, the relative viscous
solution (1.7-215 Poise in his experiments) did not breaks into droplet instead a fluid
stream broke out. And he found that the diameter of the resulting fibers was
determined by the solution viscosity by a power law of ~0.5.
In the 1980’s Larrondo and Manley devised the first melt electrospinning setup
[12-14]. They studied the jet formation from polyethylene/paraffin solution and more
importantly molten polyethylene. His studies greatly extended the application of
electrospinning. However, due to the lack of temperature control in spinning region,
only 50 μm fibers were able to be produced. Nevertheless, he demonstrated that
controlling the temperature of the spinneret and spinning voltage could affect the fiber
diameters.
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Reneker and coworkers re-explored this processes and hence contributed greatly to
the development of this field [15-20]. Numerous experiments and a number of
theoretical works have been carried out to better understand the process and search for
more applications. This trend can be clearly sensed from the number of publications
between 1995 and 2006 (Figure 1). The number of papers only limits to the recorded
by “web of science” which may not be accurate but reflect the increasing interest
yearly.

Paper Number
450
400
350

Number

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005 2006+

Year

Figure 1 Number of publications on electrospinning and the year

Most of current studies deal with organic polymers or biopolymers. On the other
hand, due to some special requirements in applications such as high temperature or
strong mechanical strength, inorganic filaments have also been attracting huge focus.
Some of them are quite interesting, for example, carbon nanotubes on carbon fibers
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[20] and Vanadium Oxide whiskers on Titanium oxide fibers [21]. Polymeric fibers
containing strengthening agents such as carbon nanotubes [22-24], silica nanoclays
[25-27] and graphite [28] et al. are also hot topics in the field of electrospinning.
Coaxial electrospinning is another branch of electrospinning which can produce fibers
with multiple layers [29-31] or hollow fibers [32]. And current researches on
electrospinning can be categorized into four categories: electrospinning of different
materials; functionalization of as-spun fibers; various applications of electrospun
fibers; structural studies of electrospun fibers; Simulation of the electrospinning
process.

1.2 Electrospinning Process
Figure 2 shows a basic solution electrospinning setup. A syringe pump controls the
flow rate through a nozzle. The electrical field is maintained by a high voltage supply
which usually can provide voltages up to 30kV. A grounded or opposite-charged
collector is used to collect the as-spun fibers. In the electrospinning, the traveling
liquid jet stream is subject to a variety of forces with opposing effects [19].
Electrostatic repulsion of the charges in the jet tends to increase its surface area and
stretch the jet. Therefore, the effect of electrostatic repulsion is similar to that of
stretching by mechanical drawing in conventional fiber spinning. In the stretching
stage, if the liquid is a solution, solvent evaporates causing the jet to be more viscous
and instability region follows. If the liquid is a melt, due to thermal loss, jet becomes
more viscous similarly. On the other hand, as in any liquid, the surface tension tends
to reduce the total surface of the jet thus reduce the free energy of the liquid. If the
viscosity is not enough to keep the jet as a continuous shape, what usually occurs is an
instability that causes the jet to break up into droplets. This effect is known as
Rayleigh instability. Which of these two opposing effects prevails depends on the
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nature of the fluid, especially its viscosity and surface tension. If the viscosity is
sufficiently high with good cohesiveness, the charged jet undergoes a straight jet stage
and whipping instability takes place, the amplitude of which depends on the material
and solvent involved and as a result dry thin fibers are collected.

Syringe

Nozzle

Syringe Pump

Collector

I

High Voltage Supply

Figure 2 Typical electrospinning setup

Although the setup is relatively straightforward, the inherent mechanism and
process control of electrospinning is quite complicated. Studies by Taylor on the initial
jet formation shed light on the electrospinning process and laid the foundation of
understanding the whole process. He derived the condition for the critical electric
potential where surface tension is in equilibrium with the electrical force:
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2L 3
H2
− )(0.117πγR )
V = 4 2 (ln
R 2
L
2
c

where Vc is the critical voltage, H is the distance between the capillary exit and the
ground, L is length of the capillary with radius R, and γ is the surface tension of the
liquid. Although Taylor cone has been observed in many studies, the exact shape and
the angle of the cone are not fixed and only applicable to slight conductive,
monomeric fluids.

Figure 3 Jet image of a 2 wt% PEO (2,000,000) in water solution during
electrospinning a) 1 ms exposure b) close-up of the onset of instability with 18 ns
exposure
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Colman et al. [33] studied the initial jet formation through computer simulation
and compared with the experimental results. They found that the thinning of the jet in
the initial stage is influenced by many factors. Viscoelasticity is found to be the key
factor in the initial jet thinning behavior. Fluid with higher viscoelasticity thins
quicker at the very beginning and toward the end of the initial stage, however it is
thicker. Formation of ultra-thin fibers was considered as a result of splitting of the jet
into multiple thin jets. Studies on the whipping motion revealed that in the envelope of
the cone it only contains a single jet [34-37]. Figure 3 displays the pictures captured
by high speed camera during electrospinning of PEO in water solution [34]. The jet
undergoes a fast whipping motion and the whipping is so fast that conventional
camera cannot distinguish the splitting (splaying) with whipping.
One of the recent developments in electrospinning worth mentioning is the process
of co-axial electrospinning. In co-axial electrospinning, two spinnerets are adopted
with concentric setup. Fibers with two components are obtained with one component
as core and the other as shell layer. This processing method enables us to achieve
fibers with more functionality or direct hollow fibers.
From above, we have known that electropsinning can produce nanofibers with
different structures and functionalities. However the key part of electrospinning is how
to control the process. Thus understanding the influence of variable parameters is very
important. These parameters include fluid viscosity, elasticity, conductivity, solvent
volatility, spinning voltage and distance as well as ambient parameters such as
humidity, temperature.
Solution concentration is one of the most important parameters to control fiber
diameter and fiber morphology such as beaded fibers. Viscosity of solutions is closely
associated with the concentration. For a number of solutions, if the concentration is
too small, there is no fiber formed except beads due to the inadequate viscosity and
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concentration cannot be too high either since the jet solidifies too fast. During the
spinnable range for the certain solution, usually lower concentrated solutions produce
beaded fibers and as the concentration increases, the number of beads decreases [18].
The beaded structure is not only related to the concentration of the solutions, but it is
also related to the surface tension of the solutions. Fong et al. [18] changed the surface
tension by changing the content of ethanol in aqueous PEO solution system.
Increasing the ethanol concentration gradually eliminates the existence of beads by
increasing the viscoelasticity and decreasing the surface tension.
Solvent selection for polymers is another issue worth mentioning. Different
solvents carry different properties in the aspect of conductivity, viscosity, volatility
and surface tension. In some cases, solvent with two components are favored because
of the balanced viscosity and volatility. Wannatong and co-workers [38] compared the
polystyrene (PS) fibers obtained from four different solutions: 27 % (w/v) of PS in mcresol, 23 % (w/v) of PS in toluene, (f) THF, and DMF. It was found that diameter of
resulting fibers decreased with increasing solvent density and boiling point. Bead and
string morphology was found in the solution where a larger difference in dielectric
constant and solubility parameter between PS and solvent. These results are confirmed
by Jarusuwannapoom and co-workers in their study of the effect of solvent on fiber
morphologies. Additionally, they found higher conductivity of solvent favored the
process of electrospinning. Similar effects were also reported by other authors [39].
Voltage and flow rate compared to the parameters mentioned above are less
significant in controlling the fiber diameter [40]. In general, increasing voltage results
in smaller fibers. If voltage is so high that corona discharge takes place, the resulting
neutralizing ions can play an important role in forming bead-string morphology [18].
Additional controlling of the electrospinning process was recently achieved by
modifying the electrical field and collectors.
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Confining ring or ring set with positive polar connections was put between the
nozzle and the collector. Electrostatic ring set was employed by Deitzel et al. [41] to
act as a condenser for the electrospun jet and they found that by using these rings
bending instability could be controlled or eliminated. Single ring was also reported by
others to play a role in controlling the fiber deposition on the collector.
Fibers collected in electrospinning are usually presented as non-woven mats since
the whipping motion itself is directionally non-preferable and homogenous in every
direction considering no other perturbation is involved. But recently, researchers have
designed several methods to guide the fibers into an organized way. Among all the
approaches, Xia and Li [42] utilized a gapped collector to collect well-aligned fibers in
the gap. Figure 4 shows the gapped collector and a SEM micrograph for aligned
Nylon-6 fibers using this approach that we collected. In this approach, a charged jet
lying in the gap is aligned across the gap due to the net transverse force.
Other collectors that have been designed so far include rotating drum [43], rotating
disc [44, 45], parallel-placed rings [46] and even liquid collectors [47, 48]. High-speed
rotating drum or discs can generate highly aligned fibers. The rotational speed was
found to affect the crystallinity of PET fibers by Kim and co-workers [49]. Ring
collector placed in a parallel way works in the same way as gap collector but can
produce fibers as long as 10cm. By rotating one the rings, twisted yarns can be
fabricated. Liquid collector is demanded mostly because of coagulation required for
some polymer fibers. But Smit et al [47] found the liquid collector could be more
useful than just coagulation. He demonstrated an easy method of collecting continuous
yarn composed of electrospun fibers by first depositing them on a liquid medium then
drawing the fibers from the liquid reservoir. A theoretical production rate of 180 m of
yarn per hour for a single needle electrospinning setup was estimated and in this way
lab-scale production of electrospun yarns was made possible.
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Figure 4 a) Gapped collector used in aligned fiber collection and a simple force
analysis b) SEM micrograph of aligned Nylon-6 nanofibers

1.3

Electrospinning of Functional Materials and Hybrid Materials
Researchers have been striving to incorporate functional materials into the

electrospun fibers in order to achieve certain functionality. One of the most focused
types of materials is biodegradable polymer. Poly(caprolactone) [50], poly(L-lactic)
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acid [51], poly(glycolide) [52] and block copolymers composed of these components
have been successfully electrospun into fibers. Studies on biodegradability of fibers,
cell growth on these fiber mats and efficiency of drug delivery have also been carried
out by several groups. In addition to these synthetic organic polymers, natural
biopolymers such as DNA [53], silk fibroin [54], human or bovine fibrinogens [55],
dextran [56], collagens [57, 58], and even viruses [59] have also been successfully
electrospun.
Electrospun fiber mat with nano-sized 1D filament can be a suitable template for
post processing and functionalization. Functional group or its precursors can be
directly blended into the solution to make nano-size fibers. After additional
processing, precursors turn into functional components. Incorporating carbon
nanotubes (CNT) into nanofibers have been an interesting topic in recent years since
carbon nanotubes carry many advantages such as high mechanical strength and
excellent thermal and electrical conductivity. By controlling the amount of nanotubes
in the fibers, Sundaray and co-workers [60] could control the conductivity of PMMA
single fibers and they found that increasing the content of CNT from 0.05wt% to
2wt%, the conductivity of PMMA with CNT increases by one order of magnitude
from 4.5 x 10-3 to 5.3 x 10-2. The conductivity of PAN fibers with CNT was also
studied by several researchers [61] and the results of theirs studies agree with the
above trend. Moreover, Ra and co-workers [62] also discovered that the conductivity
of the PAN fibers is anisotropic. The conductivity along the fibers is three times of
that across the fibers. Besides the enhancement of the electrical conductivity of fibers,
CNT have been widely used to enhance the polymer strength [22, 58]. Frank Ko et al.
[22] obtained PAN fibers with modulus of 140GPa with inclusion of 4wt% CNT.
Nano-composite materials can be adopted in the field of electrospinning.
Organically modified silica nanoclays have strong interactions with polymer matrices
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and provide additional mechanical strengthening than conventional nanoclays. Many
studies have been carried out to investigate the effect of nanoclays on the structures
and properties of the electrospun fibers. We compared the mechanical properties of
nylon-6 nanofibers and nylon-6 nano-composite fibers (Figure 5) as well as their cast
film. Mechanical test results showed that addition of 3 wt% of nanoclays increased the
yield strength of cast film by 48% while the improvement is 125% for the fibers. The
major mechanism was believed to the aligned nanoclays in the fibers played a synergic
effect and strain hardening was also an important factor.

Figure 5 SEM images of Nylon-6 nanofibers and Nylon-6 nanofibers compounded
with 3 wt% of nanoclays

Not only can inorganic material provide polymeric fibers with more functionality,
but polymeric materials also can introduce new features or enhance the existing
advantages of the electrospun polymer fibers. Polymer blending is well known to be a
feasible and simple method to achieve a combination of advantages possessed by the
components. Lee et al. [63] studied the effect of polyurethane (PU) on the mechanical
properties of poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) fibers and found that pure PVC fiber has low
strength and flexibility and PVC fibers blended with PU displays significant
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improvement in strength and elongational behavior. Kim et al. [64] demonstrated that
the physical properties (mechanical properties, hydrophilicity) and biodegradability
can be fine tuned by controlling the blending ratio of the components.

1.4 Post Processing and Functionalization
Post processing is another important method towards the functionality of fiber
mat. Surface coating, calcinations, etching and hydrolysis et al. are widely
implemented in achieving additional functionalities. Such post processing generally
does not change the morphology of the fiber mat and nano-sized fibers are preserved.
Calcination usually creates porous structures into fibers and produce high surface area
materials. Etching is an effective way to produce hollow fibers from two component
coaxial fibers and it is also an alternative to remove one component to create porous
structures into fibers made of multi-component polymer blend. Hydrolysis as seen in
literature is mostly used to introduce inorganic particles.
Surface coating is one of the most straightforward ways to introduce more
functionality to the fibers. Drew and co-workers have shown that the surface of
electrospun nanofibers can be modified by via liquid-phase deposition to titania nanoparticles [65]. Gold [66] or silver films [67] have been deposited onto the electrospun
fiber surface via chemical vapor deposition or sputtering coating. Calcination is a well
established method for producing carbon fibers from PAN fiber precursor [68, 69].
Fibers composed of other inorganic materials such as silica [70], alumina-borate oxide
[71] and titanium oxide [72-74] et al. have been successfully prepared by calcinations
of their electrospun composite fiber precursors. For polymer blend fibers, selective
removal of certain component can form highly structured morphologies such hollow
fiber from co-axial electrospinning or porous fibers. Bognitzki et al. [75] removed
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PVP domain using water as a removing solvent and found that nearly 100% PLA
fibers with highly porous structures can be obtained.

1.5 Structures of Electrospun Fibers
Structures of electrospun fibers are affected by several factors: nature of
electrospun

materials,

electrospinning

conditions

and

post-processing.

In

electrospinning process, fluid jet is stretched by the electrical force and for a typical
solution electrospinning. The reduction ratio of the jet cross-section before and after
thinning can be well over 1000. Taking account of the solvent evaporation, the
reduction ratio directly caused by the stretching is well over 100. As a result, well
aligned structures can be created.
Although studies on micro-structural change caused by electrospinning have been
carried out along with the development of this technique, studies on the process itself
and spinning different materials prevailed over the structural studies. It was believed
by many researchers that the strong deformation was able to strengthen the
crystallization of the polymers as in conventional melt or solution spinning so that
strong fibers could be produced. However in most of the studies, reduced crystallinity
and weakened mechanical strength were reported possibly due to the fast solidification
[26, 76] and prevalent defects [77, 78] in the fibers caused by the solvent evaporation
et al. The fast solidification and 1D confinement are believed to the key factors to
forming meta-stable structures in the electrospun fibers as described by many authors
[79, 80].
XRD results (Figure 6) of our electrospun nylon-6 fibers from its HFIP solution
showed that only meta-stable γ crystal structures were observed while after annealing
it turned into stable α crystal structures. Subiah and Reneker [15] demonstrated the
order in the electrospun aramid fibers by electron diffraction pattern. Gao and co-
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workers [81] found that the crystallinity of electrospun PVDF fibers was decreasing
from 42.3% to 39.2% with increasing average fiber diameter and highly oriented
structures existed in the fibers according to the XRD study. Dersch et al. studied the
internal structure of electrospun nylon-6 and PLA fibers [82]. Their electron
diffraction results showed only inhomogeneous, weak elongation of nylon crystals
resulted from electrospinning. As to PLA fibers, however, there is only a negligible
amount of crystals formed during electrospinning, and thus no (even local) orientation
of crystals was observed. DSC studies on electrospun PLA fibers demonstrated that
aligned structures may form during the electrospinning which caused the enhancement
of the cold crystallization peak at lower temperature [26, 83].

ABS

As-spun Nylon-6 Fibers
Annealed Nylon-6 Fibers
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Figure 6 XRD patterns for electrospun nylon-6 fibers before and after annealing at
120oC
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Recently studies of structural behaviors of electrospun self-assembly block
copolymer fibers have been a new topic in the electrospinning field. Self-assembly
block co-polymers, in the environment of the nano-size confinement, presents some
unique morphologies such concentric rings, stacked discs et al [84]. The studies of the
structural change in the electrospun fibers mostly benefit from the development of
inorganic material electrospinning, coaxial electrospinning and synthesis of new diblock copolymers. Electrospun fibers provide a perfect template for such studies with
tunable size, continuous length and functionality. However, the results by
Ruotsalainen [85] showed that the self-assembled structures in electrospun PS-b-P4VP
fibers were ill shaped and underdeveloped due to the fast solvent evaporation. Similar
results were reported by Kalra et al. [86] on their study of electrospun PS-b-PI fibers.
Annealing did make the structures more developed and locally patterned cylindrical
and lamellar structures could be easily distinguished. However the annealing
temperature was limited by the melting temperature of the block copolymer which was
at 90oC. Recently they employed co-axial electrospinning and prepared PS-b-PI fibers
covered with silica shell which enabled them to increase the annealing temperature
above 90oC while maintaining the fiber morphology (Figure 7). Well developed
stacked circular discs were observed at annealing temperature of 125oC and this
structure tended to transit into parallel layered structures as annealing time increased
at the temperature of 175oC.
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Figure 7 Self-assembled structures in confined space of silica shell

1.6 Applications
1.6.1

Nanofiber-Reinforced Composites

Although most of electrospun fibers are weaker compared to conventional spun
fibers or even the cast films, electrospun poly(p-phenylene biphenyltetracarboximide)
nanofibers produced by Huang et al. [87] exhibit a high mechanical strength of 630
MPa and high modulus of 15.3 GPa comparing to the strength of 600 MPa for its film.
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And most of the electrospun fibers still possess relatively strong mechanical
properties. Using these fibers as a reinforcement material is an optional application.
Reneker and Kim [88] have demonstrated that a rubber film reinforced with
electrospun

poly(benzimidazole)

nanofibers

presents

significantly

improved

mechanical strength. The Young’s modulus for the composite film was measured to be
one order of magnitude higher and tear strength was twice as large as the pristine
rubber material. Fong Hao studied the electrospun-Nylon-6-nanofiber reinforced BISGMA/TEGDMA resin as dental material and found that addition of relative small
amount of Nylon-6 nanofibers greatly improves the resin strength.

1.6.2

Filtration Application

Conventional filter media for air and water purification are not efficient in filtering
small-sized particles such as in the range of 300-700 nm. Small fibers especially submicron sized fibers provide better filtration efficiency than larger fibers at the same
pressure drop in the interception and inertial impaction regimes. For nanofibers, the
effect of slip flow is non-negligible. According to the slip flow theory, when the fiber
size goes below 500 nm, the Knudson number is over 0.1 calculated based on
following equation assuming the free path of air molecules at 0.066 μm [89].

Kn =

λ
rf

Graham et al. presented their results on applying nylon nanofibers to filtration
application and found that the filtration efficiency of cellulose filter media had
improved from 68 % removal of sub-micron sized dust to 92 %. Shin and Chase [90]
studied the nanofiber application on water-in-oil emulsion separation. They deposited
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1 wt% of nanofibers with diameter of 150 nm on glass fibers and the measured results
showed that separation efficiency was enhanced from 71% to 84%.
Zhou and co-worker [91] studied the application of sub-micron sized PLA
from melt electrospinning on conventional air filtration and found that with only 0.1
g/sqft of coverage, the efficiency for filtering 300 nm dust particles increased from
20% to 46 % and pressure drop only rose slightly. In addition, upon the examination
on SEM micrograph of the nanofibers (Figure 8) deposited filter media, good adhesion
between PLA fibers and cellulose microfibers were observed.

10 μm

Figure 8 SEM images of melt electrospun PLA fibers collected on filter media
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1.6.3

Scaffold for Tissue Engineering

Electrospinning of bio-degradable and bio-compatible polymeric fibers from both
synthetic and natural materials has been widely researched. Electrospun fiber mat as
scaffolds for tissue engineering is one of the most promising applications. It has high
surface-area-to-volume ratio and can be customized to match native extra cellular
matrix (ECM) with similar morphology, chemical composition and functional groups.
Electrospun PLGA fiber mats have been shown to have porosity greater than 90%
[92]. Anisotropic fiber textures can also be obtained from aligned electrospinning to
mimic natural tissue texture.
Studies on how cells respond to the nano-structured polymeric scaffolds have
been extensively carried out in recent years. Yoshimoto et al. [58] prepared tissue
scaffold made of electrospun PCL fiber mat and Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)
derived from the bone marrow of neonatal rats were seeded and cultured in the
scaffolds matrix mineralization and collagen type I deposition throughout the
construct were observed after 4 weeks. In vivo studies with the scaffolds showed a
rigid bone-like construct formed after being implanted into the omenta of rat after 4
weeks. Cells and ECM were observed throughout the construct as well as
mineralization and type I collagen.
Ji and co-workers [93] successfully electrospun a 3D HA-DTPH nanofibrous
scaffolds and with fiber diameters ranging from 50 to 300 nm. NIH 3T3 fibroblasts
were seeded on FN-adsorbed HA-DTPH scaffolds to study the cell morphology. The
3T3 fibroblasts were found to have penetrated the scaffold and grow 30 μm deep into
the scaffold.
For the natural polymer scaffolds, polymers such as collagen, protein, silk,
fibrinogen, and chitosan have been successfully electrospun into fibers. These
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scaffolds carry the inherent bio-compatibility and bio-functionality while further
possessing the great advantages of electrospun fibers.

1.6.4

Other Applications

Since electrospun fibers can be functionalized in many ways, either from the
source materials or post processing and functionalization, these fiber mats can be
suitable for many other applications such as scaffold for drug delivery, sensors,
carriers for catalyst and conductive bridge in transistors.
Electrospun fiber carrying catalytic materials offer advantages of high coverage
and good permeability. Jia et al. [94] prepared bioactive polystyrene (PS) nanofibers
by chemical attachment of α-chymotrypsin on PS and observed a high catalytic
activity with improved enzyme stability over other forms of immobilized enzymes. A
novel sensor made of an electrospun membrane as a highly responsive fluorescence
quenching-based optical sensor for detection of explosives was designed by Wang and
co-workers [95, 96].

1.7 Comparison of Solution Electrospinning and Melt Electrospinning
Electrospinning from polymer melt is more challenging since it involves more
complications considering the experimental setup and melt properties. Compared to
electrospinning fibers from polymer solution, only few reports on it have been made
till now [12-14, 97-101]. Some difficulties underlying melt electrospinning process are
high temperature, high viscosity of polymer melts and poor conductivity.
In principle, solution electrospinning and melt electrospinning are similar. They
both utilize strong electrical field to stretch the jet of fluid and after solidification
fibers are collected onto collector. Some distinct differences are the solidification
mechanism and the resulting fiber diameter. In solution electrospinning, fast solvent
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evaporation is the major driving force for solidification while it is temperature
gradient in melt electrospinning. Electrospinning of polymer solutions produces
generally smaller fibers than from melts. So far the diameter of melt eletrospun fibers
is at the micron scale. Zhou et al. [91] reported that for melt electrospinning of PLA,
after a series of optimization of processing conditions, fibers with average diameter of
800 nm were produced.
Nonetheless, electrospinning from polymer melt is still promising which has
several advantages over electrospinning from polymer solution. First of all, dissolution
of polymers in organic solvents and their removal/ recycling are no longer required. In
biomedical applications, the cytotoxic residue solvent could be an issue for viable cells
and their growth. Recently Dalton et al. studied the possibility of using directly melt
electrospun PCL-b-PEO fibers with PCL as tissue scaffolds [101] and have
demonstrated that fibroblast could grow successfully on the electrospun fiber mat and
formed a spindle-shaped morphology. Secondly, a higher throughput can be achieved
due to no loss in mass by solvent evaporation. Thirdly, sub-micron scale fibers of
polymers which do not have appropriate solvents at room temperature such as
polyethylene and polypropylene can be obtained. Multi-component systems such as
blends and composites are another example that favors melt electrospinning, because
in many cases no common solvent for all of the components may be found. Besides
the above advantages, this solvent-free approach also opens the door to theoretical
routes to model electrospinning without the complications associated with solvent
evaporation. The comparison is compiled into a table listed in Table 1.
To compromise some of the inherent defects, heated solution electrospinning is
another choice for certain material and certain solvent. Polyolefin fibers collected in
this study are usually above one micron. To obtain sub-micron scale polyolefin fiber,
electrospinning fibers from its heated solutions is desirable since there is no proper
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solvent at room temperature for polyolefin. In other cases, for example, PLA in DMF
solution, solution heated to 70oC was found to generate more homogenous and smaller
fibers.

Table 1 Comparison of solution electrospinning and melt electrospinning

Solidification

Solution Electrospinning

Melt Electrospinning

Mass Transfer (Solvent

Heat Transfer (Cooling)

Mechanism

Evaporation)

Solvent Free

No

Yes

High Throughput

No

Yes

Environmental Friendly

No

Yes

Easier to Model

No

Yes

Smaller Fibers

Yes

No

Viscosity Limitation

No

Yes
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Design and Features of the Melt Electrospinning Setup
As we introduced in the section 1.6, the basic principle of melt electrospinning
resembles that of solution electrospinning. It is composed of several basic
components: syringe pump, high voltage supply and collector. For the melt
electrospinning setup, a heated chamber of the melt is a necessary part. Since the
viscosity of melts is usually at least one order of magnitude higher than typical
solutions but it is tunable in a limited range by adjusting the polymer molecular weight
and processing temperature. In our design, a separate nozzle heater is also included.
After the jet ejects out of the nozzle, the temperature gradient is critical in controlling
the solidification thus elongational viscosity of the fluid jet. Therefore the temperature
in the spinning region needs to be controlled too. Controllable temperature for the
collector is another consideration in our design since it can not only make sure we can
obtain solidified fibers but also determines the in-situ annealing temperature for the
fibers.
Figure 9 shows our setup for the studies of melt electrospinning and heated
solution electrospinning. The experimental setup includes basic components such as a
micro-flow controller (PHD2000, Harvard Apparatus), a high voltage supplier
(ES30P, Gamma High Voltage Research, Inc.) and a collector as well as some critical
components for melt electrospinning such as a heating oven for polymer melt reservoir
(T1), a nozzle heater (T2), a heated guiding chamber (T3) and a temperature
controllable collector (T4). But difficulties underlying the engineering design of the
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setup for melt electrospinning such as the interference between high electrical field
and the heating elements throughout the setup require additional attention.
Guided Chamber with Heating
Micropump

T1
T3

High Voltage
Supplier
Fiber Axis

T2

T4

R

Collector
Temperature Controller

Shielded Heating Unit

Figure 9 Schematic diagram of the melt electrospinning setup used in the current study

2.1.1

Design of the Shielded Heating Unit

The whole heating chamber is composed of a shielded heating unit, a temperature
sensor and a temperature controller. The temperature controller and the type J sensor
were purchased from Watlow, Inc. The housing for the shielded heating unit is made
of ceramic material (Zircal-95) purchased from ZIRCAR REFRACTORY
COMPOSITES, INC. This ceramic material has good mechanical strength, good
electrical insulation, good humidity resistance and small thermal expansion. The
heating element inside is a U-shaped tubular heater designed by Antech Sales, Inc. To
prevent the induced voltage on the heating element and temperature sensor, a
grounded shielding screen around the heating element is employed. We found that
without the screen, the induced voltage always interfered with the temperature
controller and sometimes caused the controller to break down. Temperature read by
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the type J sensor corresponds to the value measured by other temperature readers. The
sketch for the design is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Sketch of U-shaped tubular heater and the heating chamber
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2.1.2

Design of Nozzle Heater

The nozzle temperature plays an important role in controlling melt viscosity thus is
a critical parameter for resulting fiber diameters. In most cases, high voltage is directly
applied to the nozzle. How to avoid the mutual influence between the nozzle heater
and high voltage puzzled for a while. And we determined air heating is more
appropriate for in the melt electrospinning. Air blower with digitally controllable air
temperature was provided by US Air Specialist, Inc. The design for the heating tube is
shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 Sketch for the design of nozzle heater

2.1.3

Design of Guided Heating Chamber

The objective is to design a stable heated environment for the fluid jet. In other
word, there should have no perturbation done to the fluid jet while in heating. This
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requirement together with the precise temperature control of nozzle is critical in
acquiring data for simulations since the initial jet formation and jet motion in the
spinning region is quite sensitive to these parameters. Again we employed the idea of
air heating while trying infrared heater for this application. The basic idea is to pass
hot air through a gap channel between two concentric cylindrical glass tubes (Figure
12). The temperature inside the tube can be adjusted and measured before each
experiment.

Figure 12 Guided heating chamber as a stable environment for fluid jet

2.1.4

Collector with Cooling and Rotational Collector

For melt electrospun polymer fibers, the melt jet can remain as in melt state after
collected onto the collector. And to study the morphology and structures of as-spun
fibers, quenching is an effective way as reported in the doctorate dissertation by Jason
Lyons. In his study, the oriented polypropylene structures could only be observed by
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a collector cooled by liquid nitrogen. In our PLA melt electrospinning process, the
glass transition temperature of PLA is rather high at around 55 oC. So a chilled water
cooled collector is desirable and effective. Copper is a good thermal conductive
material and suitable as the cooling material for the collector.
Rotational collector in our study is mostly used for preparation of filter media
samples. These filter media is usually 12’’ x 12’’. And since we did not employ any
multi-jet system, a rotational collector is an alternative to prepare filter media covered
with sub-micron scale fibers homogenously. Figure 13 shows the real image of these
two collectors.

Figure 13 Spinning collector with speed controller
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After assembling all the components, the setup for our studies of melt
electrospinning has been completed. The picture of this setup is displayed in Figure
14. To summarize our design, the setup meets our demand in this study. It has
relatively precise temperature control without interfering with the strong electrical
field. Parameters that may affect the process have been considered accordingly in our
design.

Figure 14 Melt Electrospinning setup

2.2 Materials
Poly(L-lactic) acid (PLLA) and its nano-composites, PLLA/PEO polymer blend,
polyethylene and polypropylene were the four major types of materials studied in
completion of this work. Poly(lactic) acid (PLA) which is derived from renewable
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resources such as corn has received much attention as a biodegradable and
biocompatible replacement for various polymers in packaging and biomedical
applications. The PLA used in this study has a molecular weight around 186,000 and
polydispersity of 1.76 and consists of major L configuration (>98%). Since the PLA
resins used in this study are all made of PLLA, the notation “PLA” from now on only
refers to “PLLA” unless otherwise indicated separately. The glass transition
temperature (Tg) of the PLA is approximately 55oC and melting temperature (Tm) is
about 165oC. The synthesis is shown in Figure 15.

CO2
Photo-synthesis
saccharid
fermentation
lactic acid

CH3

O

CH-C-O-CH-C-O
CH3

O

Figure 15 Poly(L-lactic) acid synthesized from renewable resources
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PLA/Nanoclay nano-composites were prepared through melt extrusion. To prepare
PLA nano-composites, PLA pellets were first ground into fine powders with an
average size of 0.5 mm using a Retsch ZM 100 ultra-mill (Glen Mills, Inc.). A
polymer/nanoclay premix was prepared by combining appropriate amounts of
organically modified montmonrillonite (Closite 30B, Southern Clay Products, Inc.)
and polymer powders in a DAC 150FV speed-mixer (Flacktek, Inc.). These premixed
powders were then dried in vacuum oven at 80oC for 12 hours followed by meltextrusion at 220oC in a nitrogen atmosphere, with a screw speed of 100 r.p.m. and a
residence time of 3 minutes using a bench-top microextruder. Various compositions of
nano-composites were then prepared in the similar procedure.
PLA/PEO blends with various compositions were also prepared using the same
procedure described above for making PLA nano-composites. The PEO was obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich with a molecular weight of 100,000.
Polypropylene and polyethylene are two widely-used thermoplastic polymers. And
structures and physical properties of polypropylene are not only determined by the
molecular weight but also by the tacticity [102-104]. Polypropylene can have three
different tacticities: isotactic, syndiotactic and atactic. Films and fibers of these
materials are typically melt-processed industrially. Polyolefin non-woven fibers are to
our great interest due to some of their advantageous properties such as hydrophobic
feature, good mechanical strength, good chemical resistance, and so on. Gel spun
UHMWPE fiber is the strongest fiber among all synthetic fibers. It is approximately
fifteen times stronger than steel of the same weight while Kevlar fiber is only five
times stronger. Polypropylene fiber is the lightest synthetic fiber and comprises the
majority of non-woven polyolefin fibers. In recent years, sub-micron polyolefin fibers
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are sought to meet the demands in the field of filtration, battery separators and
protective coating because of the high surface area to volume ratio.
Two polypropylenes were employed in this study. One of the polypropylene used
in this study was isotactic with a molecular weight of 129,000 and polydispersity of
2.8 obtained from Clarcor. It has a high melt flow index of 1100 good for melt
blowing. The other polypropylene was also isotactic with a molecular weight of
178,000 and polydispersity of 2.0 acquired from Dow Chemical Co. HDPE (GHR
8110) and UHMWPE (GUR 4120) were provided by Ticona, Inc. with a molecular
weight of around 800,000 and 2 million respectively.

2.3 Sample Characterizations
Detailed experimental description on electrospinning process will be addressed
separately in later chapters since melt electrospinning and heated solution
electrospinning do not share the same parameters. However, to characterize the fibers,
we used the same methodology. Before electrospinning, we typically did pristine
material

characterization:

characterization,

structural

molecular

weight

characterization

measurement,
and

thermal

rheological

property

study.

After

electrospinning, the electrospun fibers were subject to a series of characterizations
physically and chemically: SEM for morphology; DSC for thermal properties; XRD
for structural information; FT-IR for chemical composition; POM for crystal
composition; TEM for internal structures; AFM for morphology; Instron for
mechanical properties; contact angle measurement for hydrophobicity and filtration
efficiency test of electrospun fiber mat. The whole process can be described as
following flow chart (Figure 16):
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Polymeric Material
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Electrospinning
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Nozzle Temperature
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Structure
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Mechanical property
Spinning Distance

Figure 16 Flow chart for the studies of melt electrospinning and heated solution
electrospinning

2.3.1

High Temperature GPC and Molecular Weight

Polymer molecular weight can be characterized in many ways depending on the
definition and measuring method. High temperature gel permeation chromatography
(GPC) is particularly useful for characterizing the molecular weight and obtaining the
molecular weight distribution (MWD) of polyolefin. The instrument operates at 160oC
and dilute polyolefin solutions in trichlorobenzene are required to perform the test.
The instrument we used is Waters Alliance GPCV 2000 GPC equipped with a Waters
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DRI detector and Capillary Differential Viscometer (VIS). The column set (four
Waters HT 6E and one Waters HT 2) was eluted with 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene
containing 0.01 wt. % di-tert-butylhydroxytoluene (BHT) at 1.0 mL/min at 140 °C.
Data were calibrated using mono-modal polyethylene standards (from Polymer
Standards Service).

2.3.2

Intrinsic Viscosity Measurement and Molecular Weight

Intrinsic viscosity measurement is a procedure involving measuring the time for
pure solvent and a series of dilute solution passing through a capillary tube. Then
reduced or inherent viscosities are calculated based on equation:

η re =

η −η0
η0c

where ηre is the reduced viscosity, η and η0 is the viscosity of polymer solution and
solvent respectively. Intrinsic viscosity is then extrapolated at c=0 which can be
described by:

η in = lim η re
c − >0

Then the viscosity average molecular weight of the polymer can be computed
according to Mark-Houwink equations:

η in = KM va
where ηin is the intrinsic viscosity, K and a are constants the values of which depend
on the nature of the polymer and solvent as well as on temperature. In our experiment,
Ubbelohde viscometer modeled as DCP-UBB-1B by DC Scientific Glass, Inc was
used.
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2.3.3

Rheological Characterization

Studies on rheological properties of materials are performed through Rheometrics
Dynamic Analyzer (RDA II). For melts, circular sample disk were prepared by melt
compressing polymers in a customized a mold and in this case, plate-and-plate fixture
with 10mm diameter was employed. For solutions, Couette fixture was used instead.
Dynamic frequency sweep was performed to acquire information on zero shear
viscosity and shear thinning. For PLA and other melts studied, this dynamic frequency
sweep test was done at various temperatures ranging from 180oC to 240oC to
determine the temperature dependence of melt viscosity.

2.3.4

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Fiber Morphology

To measure the fiber diameter and characterize the general morphology of fiber
membrane, SEM is an indispensable tool. In our experiments, all the samples were
pre-coated with Au-Pd and then loaded into the vacuum chamber of the SEM (Leica
440). Then using the free software ImageJ available online, we analyzed the fiber
diameters and their distribution.

2.3.5

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Internal Structures

SEM is mostly useful in determining the characteristic features on the fiber
surface and it can not provide the information of element information at the first place
unless back scattering electrons are analyzed. To probe into the internal structures of
the fibers, TEM is more helpful in providing higher resolution images and distinct
chemical compositions.
To obtain good-quality images, polymer samples were usually embedded into
epoxy matrix and after curing for a certain amount of time microtomed into 90nm thin
sections. All experiments were done on JEOL 1200EX with conventional film.
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2.3.6

Differential Scanning Calorimetry and Thermal Properties

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a thermal-analytic technique that
measures the difference of heat required to increase the temperatures of reference pan
and sample pan. The principle underlying this technique is that different physical
transitions and sometimes chemical transitions will give off or absorb heat. These
physical transitions usually include crystallization, melting and phase transition.
Figure 17 shows a typical DSC curve under heating.

Figure 17 Typical DSC curve of heating

Analysis of DSC curve can provide us great information on transition glass
temperature, melting temperature and crystallinity et al. These data are often
influenced by the thermal history of the samples. For instance, two samples with same
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chemical composition can have different crystallinities if one was produced using
quenching method and the other using natural cooling. Glass transition temperature
and melting temperature are determined by the energy state of the samples which is
often affected by different processing history such as thermal history or mechanical
history. Programming the heating and cooling stage in a manipulated way is able to
generate other useful information on the behavior of nucleation and crystallization.
In most of the cases of our study, 1-3 mg of fiber samples were loaded into DSC
pan and characterized in a DSC instrument (Seiko, DSC 220C). Heating rate of
10oC/min was picked typically. Temperature range was from 10oC to 200oC.

2.3.7

X-ray Diffraction and Crystal Structures

All the XRD studies were performed on Scintag, Inc. Theta-Theta Diffractometer.
XRD data were collected usually in the 2θ range of 1-40o sometimes 5-35o depending
on the material and objective, in steps of 0.02o and a scanning rate of 3o/min. XRD is
one the most important implementations to characterization the crystal structures of
materials. Through the well-established database and open literature, defining the
crystal structure of a polymer is simple and handy. One of the greatest features coming
with Scintag is the temperature evolution scan. This feature enables us to quickly find
out the crystallization behavior using XRD.
This technique works based on the Bragg’s Law which can be described as:

2d sin θ = nλ
where n is an integer, λ is the wavelength of the exerting waves such as x-rays,
electron beams and so on, d is the spacing between the planes in the atomic lattice, and
θ is the angle between the incident ray and the scattering planes.
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2.3.8

FTIR Spectroscopy and Chemical Structures

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy measures the intensity of infrared beams
after passing through the sample or being reflected by the sample. This technique
works because the change of molecular dipoles when they move in a certain way:
symmetrical and asymmetrical stretching, scissoring, rocking, wagging and twisting.
The resonant frequencies are affected not only by the motion the molecule undergoes
but also by the other conditions such as the strength of molecular bond and the
surrounding influence by other molecular groups. Typically for the same bond,
stretching corresponds to higher frequency compared to other motions and for the
same motion, stronger bonds have higher frequency (triple bond > double bond>
single bond).
In this study, solid fiber mat was directly mounted on a sample holder with a
transmission window. Sample holder with the sample then was loaded into Mattson
Model 5020 FTIR Spectrometer. This instrument has a resolution of 0.4cm-1 and
covers the range from 400cm-1 to 6000cm-1.

2.3.9

Polarizing Optical Microscope and Crystallization

Conventional optical microscope (POM) with plain light is useful in taking
images of surface morphologies insensible by human eyes while polarizing optical
microscope offers more advantages such as in-situ study of nucleation and
crystallization et al. POM is used to detect birefringence in the materials.
Birefringence results from the different interaction in different direction between the
incident light and the atoms in the materials. These birefringence materials possess
multiple refractive indices depending on the orientation of incident light with the
crystallographic axes.
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Crystal structures in a material are highly aligned structures which have consistent
interactions with the incident light at one propagation direction. By analyzing the
outcoming light using an analyzer, images resulting from the different refractive
indices can be obtained. Thus, crystal structures can be distinguished as well as the
crystal morphologies such as spherulite and lamellar structure.
To acquire images, samples were loaded into an Olympus BX2-51 Microscope.
Using the attached the digital camera, pictures were easily captured.

2.3.10 Instron and Mechanical Properties
Mechanical properties of materials can be characterized by many means:
elongation test, compression test, hardness test and bending test et al. For our fiber mat
samples, elongation test was implemented to obtain the stress-strain curve. Young’s
modulus, yield strength and breaking strain can be extracted from this curve.
However, these data clearly do not represent the real modulus or strength of the
electrospun fibers. They are affected by a combination of many factors: fiber strength,
friction between fibers, porosity of fiber mat or density of the fiber mat [105]. To
precisely characterizing the mechanical strength and modulus, single fiber test is
preferred. Nevertheless, fibers generated from electrospinning are so small that
handling the fiber and the sensitivity to test it are challenging. AFM has been reported
to be able to test the fiber modulus quite precisely [106-108] but measurement of
strength is still long way to go.
In the tensile test, a fiber mat was cut into a rectangle with the measurable length of
2 inch and width of 10 mm. These rectangular strips were then mounted on the clampstyle sample holder coming with the INSTRON instrument (Model 1125). Strain rate
was set as 1 inch/min until the sample broke.
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2.3.11 Contact Angle Analyzer and Hydrophobicity
Water contact angle was measured through Contact Angle Analyzer manufactured
by Electric Time Co. Inc. Fiber mats were cut into a rectangular strip of 1 inch long
and 10mm wide and the strip was then mounted onto a bar sample holder with the help
of double-side tape. After the bar was inserted into the instrument, the surface of the
projected sample was adjusted to overlap the baseline of a protractor. Two
displacements: x and y (Figure 18) were then measured. The contact angle was the
calculated based on following equation:

x2 − y2
θ = cos ( 2
)
2
x +y
−1

where θ is the contact angle and x, y is the distance from the origin.

Figure 18 Measurement of contact angle
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2.3.12 Air Filtration Efficiency Test
The collection efficiency of dust particles in air was measured using a custombuilt filtration efficiency tester. Dust particles were counted before and after passing
air through the filter media. Air was fed at a rate of 6.9 cfm through each flat-sheet
filter and the collection efficiency of dust particles in the size range of 0.03 to 5

m

was measured. At the same time, pressure drop before and after the filter media was
monitored.
To prepare the sample for the air filtration efficiency test, measured amount of
fibers were directly electrospun onto a cellulose filter media mounted on the rotational
collector with rotation speed of around 10 rpm.
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CHAPTER 3

ELECTROSPINNING OF PLA AND ITS COMPOSITE FIBERS FROM
SOLUTION: EFFECT OF NANOCLAYS*

The promising applications of PLA in packaging and biomedical field are only
part of the reason of our interest. The other important point is that PLA is a slow
crystallizable polymer [109-112] which can minimize the complicity of including
crystallization in the process. It is critical for a straightforward computer simulation.
And the high glass transition temperature is well suitable for our studying the impact
of electrospinning process on fiber structures.
Despite its promises, the widespread use of PLA is limited by its thermomechanical properties. To improve the mechanical properties, barrier properties and
thermal stability of PLA, researchers have been developing its composites with
nanoclays. Blends of PLA with organically modified layered silicate (OMLS) were
first prepared by Ogata et al. using a solution casting method [113]. Their results
demonstrated that only tactoids which consists of stacked silicate monolayers were
observed in the composites. Even with this level of poor dispersion, however,
mechanical properties are shown to be slightly improved. Due to the advances in
nano-composite technology, OMLS nanoclays with a few nanometer of layer
thickness and very high aspect ratio (e.g., 10-1000) can be homogeneously dispersed
in a polymer matrix by various processing schemes including solution casting [113],
melt extrusion [114] and in-situ polymerization [115]. It has been reported that
mechanical properties, barrier properties and even biodegradability of PLA can
remarkably be improved by the inclusion of nanoclays [116-118]. Such improvements
*

Zhou HJ, Kim KW, Giannelis E, et al. ACS SYMPOSIUM SERIES 918: 217-230 2006
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in material properties are evidently caused by the enhanced interfacial interactions
between clays and polymer molecules in nano-composites via either intercalated
structures or exfoliated morphologies. The diagram shown in Figure 19 illustrates the
forming process of nano-composite with intercalated or exfoliated morphologies.

Layered
silicate
Hydrophilic

No interaction between
Polymer chain and
Silicate surface
Phase-separated Microcomposites

Polymer

Interaction between
Polymer chain and surfactant
S-S interaction

Organically
modified
layered
silicate
Interaction between
Surfactant and silicate
surface
Organophilic

Intercalated nano-composites
Interaction between
polymer chain and silicate
surface
Exfoliated nano-composites

Figure 19 Formation of nano-composite with intercalated and exfoliated morphology

Studies of electrospinning have not been sufficient to investigate the crystalline
structures of nano-composite fibers. The effects of nanoclays on the degree of
crystallinity in electrospun fibers were investigated by a few researchers and they
agreed on one point that nanclays greatly inhibited the growth of crystals in the fibers
[124, 125]. Fong et al. studied in detail the alignment of the exfoliated clays along the
nylon-6/montmorillonite nanocomposite fibers [126]. α crystal structure dominates
nylon-6 casting film from solution and γ crystal structure is adopted into the
electrospun fibers with crystal layer normal parallel to the fiber axis. However, no
studies on the structural study of PLA nano-composites nanofibers have been done till
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now. The structural study of electrospun PLA nano-composite fibers is particularly
important because PLA exhibit two types of crystal structures: α structure with a
lamellar folded-chain morphology and β structure with a fibrillar morphology [127].
The pseudo-orthorhombic α structure is found at relatively low drawing temperatures
and/or low hot-draw ratios. A second so-called β structure appears only at higher hotdraw ratios, and thus probing β crystal structures can provide useful information
associated with elongational deformation during the electrospinning process.
In this chapter, we will demonstrate the electrospinning process of PLA and its
nano-composites. And we will also portray how the inclusion of nanoclays influences
the molecular structures of the electrospun fibers from both its solutions.

3.1 Experiments

Solutions of PLA/nanoclay composites were prepared in two different ways. The
first scheme was to dissolve 10 to 25 wt% of these compounded PLA/nanoclay nanocomposites in chloroform (Sigma-Aldrich). The second method was a simple blending
scheme in which nanoclay particles are simply stirred and blended with chloroform
until nanoclay particles are dispersed homogeneously in chloroform, and then predried PLA powders are directly added to nanoclay/chloroform suspension. Hence,
compounding PLA and nanoclay in a twin screw extruder is by-passed in the second
scheme. Solutions made by these two schemes are named as follows; for example, in
PLA-NC3, NC denotes the first scheme with twin-screw extrusion compounding and 3
denotes the content of nanoclay in PLA composites. PLA-BL5 represents PLA
composites with 5 wt% clay prepared by the second blending scheme. The
abbreviations are listed in table 2.
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Table 2 Meaning of abbreviations

PL

Pure PLA dissolved in the solvent

BL

Direct mixture of PLA and C30B in the solvent

NC

Pre-mix PLA and C30B using twin extruder and then
dissolved in the solvent

Electrospinning

experiments

were

conducted

in

a

horizontally

placed

electrospinning setup. A high voltage source (ES30P, Gamma High Voltage Research,
Inc.) was used to apply 10 to 30 kV to a 24 gauged needle on a syringe through copper
wiring. A precisely-controlled syringe pump (PHD2000, Harvard Apparatus) was used
to continually renew the droplet at the syringe tip. The volumetric flow rate ranged
from 0.005 to 0.025 ml/min. Grounded aluminum foil on a metal sheet was placed 6 to
12 inches away from the syringe tip acting as a collector. As the applied voltage is
increased, a droplet at the needle tip deforms into a conical shape and then an
electrically charged jet is formed. The jet solidifies due to the evaporation of solvent,
as it goes through a vigorous whipping motion. As a result, non-woven fiber mats are
formed on the surface of the collector.
These fiber fabrics were then characterized by various methods described in
Chapter 2. Thermal analysis was conducted by DSC (Seiko, DSC 220C). Morphology
of electrospun fibers was examined by SEM (Leica 440). Structural study was
performed through XRD (Scintag, Inc. Theta-Theta Diffractometer) and TEM (JEOL
1200EX). Tensile test was carried out on Instron 1125 test system. For comparison
purposes, casting films were also prepared. First, powders of PLA or nanocomposite
were dissolved in chloroform. After removing solvent in air at room temperature, PLA
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cast films were put into a vacuum oven for 24 hours. These films were then
characterized under the same conditions as electrospun fibers.
Biodegradability studies in a buffer solution of KCl/NaCl/Na2HPO4/ KH2PO4 at
pH = 7.38 and 37°C. For PLA fibers, six samples with the same weight were loaded
into bottles containing the buffer solution. These bottles were then put in a water bath
maintaining a temperature of 37°C. And after one week, one piece of sample was
removed

for

weight

measurement

and

crystallinity

characterizations.

The

biodegradability studies of other samples including PLA, PLA-BL5, PLA-NC5 fibers
and their corresponding cast films were carried out following the same procedure.

3.2 Fiber Morphologies

Single electrospun fiber is typically circular shaped. But other shaped fibers were
also reported [128, 129] such as ribbon-like which is caused by collapse after the
evaporation of solvent, round fibers with pores and string-bead morphologies. The
electrospun PLA fibers are homogeneous circular-shaped. With close examination of
the surface, pores can be clearly spotted (Figure 20a). These pores are also caused by
the evaporation of the solvent. The formation of pores is associated with not only the
nature of solvent but also humidity [130] according to Casper et al. They found for
electrospun polystyrene, higher humidity produced more pores and larger pore size.
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b

a

c

d

Figure 20 SEM micrographs of a) PLA fibers with pores PLA fibers from b) 10 wt%
solution c) 15 wt% solution d) 25 wt% solution; scale bar: 3 micron for a) and 100
micron for all others

3.2.1

Effect of Solution Concentration

The effect of concentration on fiber diameter has been widely studied and
basically same trend is observed in our study. Diameter of fibers produced from 10
wt% solution ranges from 100 nm to 500 nm. As concentration increases, average
fiber diameter increases. At 25 wt%, double mode distribution of the diameter is
observed with average fiber diameter of 15 microns. Thus we achieved a way to
control the fiber diameter in a wide range from 100 nm to 20 microns depending on
the applications we are targeting at. The diameter-concentration relation is plotted as
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Figure 21. Also the average fiber diameter is increased with increasing solution
concentration. However, to our surprise, the variation of the fiber diameter is relatively
fixed to around 45 % of the average value.

Average Fiber Diameter (micron)
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Figure 21 Effect of solution concentration on average fiber diameter and variation of
diameter

3.2.2

Effect of Nanoclay Inclusion

Figure 22 demonstrates the effect of inclusion of 3 wt% of nanoclay. Both
composite materials result in 30% smaller fibers and nano-composite PLA/nanoclay
fibers are slightly smaller than micro-composite fibers. The inclusion of nanoclay has
two influences on the fiber formation: increasing the conductivity of solutions;
molecular alignment induced by the aligned nanoclays. Nanoclays in the nanocomposite have better interaction with the polymer chain and thus more orientation
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can be introduced by the alignment of nanoclays than those in micro-composite. Other
than these changes, there is no significant change in morphological properties. It is
barely observable of the existence of the nanoclays.

Fiber Diameter (micron)

0.25

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

0.00
PL

BL3

NC3

PLLA and its Composites
Figure 22 Effect of nanoclay inclusion on fiber diameters produced from 10 wt% in
chloroform solutions

The dispersion of the clay layers in electrospun fibers is examined using TEM
studies. TEM micrographs taken from a cast film and an electrospun nanofiber of a
PLA nano-composite are compared in Figure 23. The micrograph of the cast film,
Figure 23a, shows that the organoclays are well dispersed in the PLA matrix, although
some parts of agglomerated layers still exist. As expected, no significant orientation
effect could be observed for this bulk sample. In contrast, the TEM images of the
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electrospun fiber microtomed along and perpendicular to its axis (Figure 23b and 23c)
show the clay layers aligned along the fiber axis suggesting strong processingstructure correlation. Highly aligned montmorillonite layers have also been reported in
electrospun fibers of nylon nano-composite [126]. The TEM study also reveals that
intercalation is preserved during electrospinning.

Figure 23 TEM micrographs of a) PLA-NC5 cast film, b) PLA-NC3 fiber microtomed
along its axis and c) cross section of PLA-NC3 fiber
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3.3 Nanoclay Effects on Fiber Molecular Structures

An electrically charged jet of polymer solution can significantly be elongated
during electrospinning. The micro-structural state results from interaction between the
dynamics of the polymer molecules and the deformation during electrospinning
process is not well understood. In particular, we are interested in the effect of
nanoclays on such micro-structural development. Figure 24 shows the first run of the
DSC for various electrospun PLA and its nano-composite fibers. It should be noted
here that the residual solvent was removed by drying in all the samples before testing.
Compared to cast film, all electrospun fibers have two distinct melting peaks which
can be deconvoluted by Gaussian fitting (dotted lines). The melting peak at lower
temperature is for fibrillar β crystal, created by elongational deformation [131, 132],
whereas the other peak at higher temperature is for that of α crystal. The presence of
the melting peak for β crystal becomes more prominent in nano-composite fibers
(PLA-NC3).
We also note that due to highly aligned molecular structures, the cold
crystallization occurs between 100oC and 130oC, and the degree of cold crystallization
becomes more prominent in nano-composite fibers. The cold crystallization peak for
nano-composite fibers (PLA-NC3) is much sharper and stronger than those of neat
PLA fibers and simply blended composite fibers (PLA-BL3). The cold crystallization
temperature is also shifted to lower temperature, around 110oC. These results may
suggest that the alignment of intercalated (partially exfoliated) nanoclays caused by
elongational deformation during electrospinning enhance the formation of oriented
PLA molecules which transform into crystals upon heating.
The characteristics of these curves are summarized in Table 3 including glass
transition temperature Tg (oC), cold crystallization temperature Tcold* (oC), β crystal
melting temperature Tmβ (oC), α crystal melting temperature Tmα (oC) and the degree of
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crystallinity χ (%). The fraction of β crystal is also calculated by the ratio of β crystal
peak area to the total peak area. Crystallinity is determined using the following
equation:

χ=

ΔH 0f

×100%

PLA Cast Film
PLA-NC3 Cast Film
PLA Fibers
PLA-BL3 Fibers
PLA-NC3 Fibers

5

4

Endothermaic(→)

ΔH f − ΔHc

3

β

α

2

1

0
*

Tcold
-1
60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

o

Temperature( C)

Figure 24 DSC thermograms of various electrospun PLA fibers; cast films of PLA and
PLA/3 wt% nanoclay are included for comparison

where ΔHf is the heat of fusion, ΔHc is the heat of cold crystallization and ΔHf 0 is the
heat of fusion for 100% crystalline PLA, 93 J/g [133]. It is observed that crystallinity
of PLA-NC3 cast film is significantly smaller than that of neat PLA cast film. Despite
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the fact that nanoclays can act as nucleates [134], recent studies [135] demonstrated
that nanoclays may impede the mobility of polymer molecules thus slow
crystallization kinetics [136]. We note that the degree of crystallinity for electrospun
fibers is remarkably smaller than that of cast films. This decrease in crystallinity may
be associated with the rapid solidification during the solvent removal process.
Contrary to casting films, the inclusion of nanoclays of 3 wt% in electrospun fibers
greatly enhances crystallization, indicating that the presence of nanoclays under the
deformation may induce crystallization. Crystallization, however, appears to be
suppressed at higher nanoclay contents (5 wt%). It should also be noted that
electrospun PLA fibers exhibits significant β fractions, which indicates that substantial
deformation during electrospinning. The fraction of β crystal is greatly increased in
electrospun PLA nano-composite fibers.

Table 3 Summary of DSC curves for different PLA films/fibers*

Film/Fiber

Tg

Tc*

Tmβ

Tmα

χ(%)

F(β)

Neat PLA Cast Film

N/A

N/A

N/A

150.6

32.4

0

PLA-NC3 Cast Film

52.3

N/A

N/A

148.6

15.7

0

Neat PLA Fibers

57.8

119.2

145.3

149.3

2.2

0.27

PLA-BL3 Fibers

58.6

121.4

146.3

148.7

1.8

0.23

PLA-NC3 Fibers

55.1

109.9

143.8

152.9

4.4

0.59

PLA-BL5 Fibers

60.5

113.5

143.4

148.9

0.8

0.20

PLA-NC5 Fibers

59.9

108.9

144.2

153.2

1.4

0.59

*

Data for PLA-BL5 and PLA-NC5 are also obtained from DSC which are not shown in Figure 24
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Figure 25 XRD patterns of various electrospun PLA fibers before and after annealing
at 120 oC for 3hours

The existence of β structures can also be verified by the XRD study. The
electrospun PLA and PLA nano-composite fibers are annealed at 120°C for 3 hours
and the XRD patterns of samples before and after the annealing are shown in Figure
25. Peaks marked by dotted lines belong to the β crystal structure [127]. It is observed
that electrospun fibers exhibit a peak associated with the β structure at 2θ = 29.5°
(orthorhombic (330) or (003) reflection) and nano-composite fibers exhibit significant
β peak at 2θ = 17.2o (orthorhombic (200) reflection). Meanwhile, the XRD patterns of
annealed fibers show a significant increase in both α and β crystals. The intensity of
the α peak at 2θ = 16.8° (pseudo-orthorhombic (200) or (110) reflection) and that of
the β crystal peak at 2θ = 17.2° are increased significantly after annealing. Finally, we
note that after annealing the β peak at 2θ = 29.5° shifts to 2θ =29o which can be for the
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α structure (pseudo-orthorhombic (216) reflection). This may indicate the chain
relaxation of the β crystal and its transformation into the α crystal since the α form is
the more stable phase. Similar transformation has been observed the nylon fibers
[137]. The transformation of crystal structures will be discussed using temperaturedependent XRD studies in the melt electrospinning section.
The DSC thermograms and XRD patterns of PLA and PLA/nanoclay nanofibers
suggest that the β structure of PLA is formed during the electrospinning process and
that the presence of highly aligned nanoclays enhances the formation of the β
structure.

3.4 Nanoclay Effect on Fiber Mechanical Properties

Nanoclay with the high strength and high modulus enhances the general
mechanical properties of polymer materials. The intercalation and exfoliation of
nanoclays makes the composite material even stronger. In our electrospun PLA nanocomposite fibers, the morphology of intercalation and partially exfoliation is preserved
throughout the electrospinning process. The enhancement is demonstrated in Figure
26. The detailed mechanical data are organized into Table 4.
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Figure 26 Mechanical properties of electrospun PLA fibers compared to its microcomposite and nano-composite fibers with different nanoclay concentrations
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Table 4 Fiber mechanical properties (Dr. Kim’s data)

Modulus(MPa)

Yield Strain(%)

Yield Stress(MPa)

Neat PLA Fibers

18.29

27.79

0.54

PLA-BL5 Fibers

17.56

24.11

0.73

PLA-NC3 Fibers

36.36

19.11

1.84

PLA-NC5 Fibers

39.03

18.25

1.89

For the same amount (5 wt%) of nanoclays in PLA fibers, micro-composite fibers
show slightly higher yield stress and no significant affect on the modulus. At the same
time, flexibility is decreasing according to the elongation at the break. Due to the
intercalated structures, nano-composite shows an over 100% increase in elastic
modulus and around 250% increase in yield modulus at the compensation of 30% loss
in flexibility. For the nano-composite fibers with different amount of nanoclays, the
general trend is that the elastic modulus and yield strength increases with increasing
nanoclay while flexibility decreases accordingly. As nanoclay content exceeds over 3
wt%, the increase is gradually saturated.

3.5 Nanoclay Effect on Fiber Biodegradability

Figure 27 shows the hydrolytic degradation behavior of PLA and its
nanocomposites. Electrospun non-woven fiber mats show lower weight losses than
cast films at first four weeks but faster degradation after four weeks. The high surface
area to volume ratio of the fiber mats and their low degree of crystallinity may
contribute to this improvement. The reason for the slow degradation at the initial stage
could be caused by the highly tensioned surface of the fibers due to the strong shear.
When this tensioned layer hydrolyzed, degradation of electrospun fibers with relative
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low crystallinity sped up. The drastic increase in hydrolysis rate is caused by the large
surface area of the fiber samples. However, the inclusion of nanoclays appears to slow
down the degradation partly due to the increase in crystallinity (Figure 28). And we
also notice that as time passes amorphous domain is hydrolyzed gradually and
crystallinity of the sample increases drastically which leads to an equilibrium state of
the degradation. And nano-composite shows relatively higher crystallinity and has the
lowest weight loss among all the fiber samples. Also comparing the change of
crystallinity among cast films, the differences among them are not as significant as the
fiber samples which accounts for the similar degradation behavior of the cast film.
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Figure 27 Hydrolytic degradation of PLA and its nanocomposites cast films and
electrospun non-woven fiber mats
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Crystallinity of hydrolyzed samples (from XRD)
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Figure 28 Degree of crystallinity of hydrolyzed films and non-woven fiber mats of
PLA and its nano-composites
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CHAPTER 4

ELECTROSPINNING OF PLA FIBERS FROM MELT*

As we discussed earlier in the comparison between melt electrospinning and
solution electrospinning. Some underlying difficulties in melt electrospinning include
a high temperature setup, high viscosity and low conductivity of polymer melts. In
addition, a major drawback of melt electrospinning is that resulting fibers tend to be
relatively thicker than those from solution electrospinning. Except these drawbacks,
melt electrospinning offers great advantages over solution electrospinning such as no
involvement of solvent which can be toxic et al. The residue solvent in the as-spun
fibers was measured to be 3 wt% of the fiber mass for all PLA fibers. The exclusion of
any cytotoxic solvent is critical for biomedical applications.
However the studies on melt electrospinning so far are so limited that only a few
issues have been addressed regarding this technique. In the 1980’s Larrondo and
Manley devised the first melt electrospinning setup [12-14], but the instabilities to
cause thinning of the jet via the whipping motion had not been explored. Lyons and
co-workers [97, 98] studied the effect of processing parameters on the fiber size of
polypropylene and found that the molecular weight is crucial to the final fiber
diameter. Dalton et al. [101] studied melt electrospun PEO-block-PCL with PCL
fibers as a tissue scaffold. But only effect of flow rate was reported. Key processing
parameters such as nozzle size, nozzle temperature and spinning temperature have not
been explored.
In Chapter 3, we have done structural studies on electrospun fibers of PLA from
solutions, we found that molecular structures of electrospun nanofibers are
*

Zhou HJ, Green TB, Joo YL. Polymer 2006; 47 (21): 7497-7505
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significantly influenced by electrospinning conditions, inclusion of nanoclays and
post-spinning processes, mostly annealing. Highly oriented structures of PLA, which
give rise to the formation of a fibrillar β crystal, were observed in solution electrospun
fibers. In this chapter, we will present the effects of processing parameters such as
temperature at the nozzle and in the spinning region on melt electrospinning and
demonstrate that sub-micron fibers of PLA can also be produced directly from melt.
Thermal properties and structural changes of fibers upon annealing are carefully
investigated. The effects of nanoclay on the processing and structures of fibers are
briefly discussed. In the end, PLA nanofibers are directly electrospun on to filter
media, and a drastic enhancement in collection efficiency of sub-micron sized dust
particles is demonstrated.

4.1 Experiments
Experimental setup and materials used has been described in details in Chapter 2.
It contains four temperature zones: polymer melt reservoir (T1), a nozzle heater (T2), a
heated guiding chamber (T3) and a temperature controllable collector (T4).
In the melt electrospinning experiments, PLA resins were put in a 5 mL syringe
and heated for half an hour in the shielded heating unit at 200oC. The micro-flow
controller then fed the PLA melt through a nozzle. The temperature of the nozzle
ranged from 175oC to 255oC. The charged melt jet was spun either with or without the
heated guiding chamber before being collected on an air-cooled copper collector.
Collected non-woven PLA fiber mats were then subjected to characterizations.
Rheological tests were done on a Rheometrics Dynamic Analyzer (RDA II).
Processing parameters, such as nozzle temperature, nozzle size, spinning temperature,
electrical field and flow rate, were then studied in separate electrospinning
experiments. First nozzle temperature (T2) was varied and other processing parameters
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were kept as T1 = 200oC, T3 = T4 = 25oC, Q = 0.01 mL/min, V = 20 kV, d = 10 cm and
Dnozzle = 0.16 mm. Second the effects of nozzle size were studied using four
different inner diameters: 0.84 mm, 0.31 mm, 0.16 mm and 0.13 mm. Other
parameters remained the same throughout this study: T1 = 200oC, T2 = 220oC, Q =
0.01 mL/min, V = 11 kV, d = 10 cm and T3 = T4 = 25oC. Experiments on the effects of
spinning temperature were designed by varying T3 at four different temperatures:
25oC, 50oC, 60oC and 80oC, keeping constant T1 = 200oC, T2 = 255oC, T4 = 25oC, Q =
0.005 mL/min, V = 30 kV, d = 10 cm and Dnozzle = 0.16 mm. Finally spinning
distance and flow rate was adjusted to study the effect of electrical field and flow rate
separately keeping constant T3 = T4 = 25oC.
To probe the motion of the PLA melt jet during electrospinning, a high speed
camera (MotionPro HS-3, Redlake) was utilized. A close-up high speed (1000 to 5000
frames per second) movie of the PLA melt jet near the collector was taken at various
spinning temperatures, and selected digitized images are taken to demonstrate the
effect of spinning temperature on the whipping motion of the melt electrospun jet.
To study the degradation of PLA molecules during electrospinning, the molecular
weight of PLA before and after spinning was measured from the intrinsic viscosity
with dilute PLA in chloroform solutions at 25oC. Morphologies of electrospun fibers
were examined by scanning electron microscopy (Leica 440). The thermal properties
of melt electrospun fibers were analyzed by differential scanning calorimetry (Seiko,
DSC 220C). Structural study was performed through a polarized light microscope
(BX51, Olympus Japan) and XRD (Scintag, Inc. Theta-Theta Diffractometer). The
collection efficiency of dust particles in air was also measured.
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4.2 Rheological Properties of PLA and its Nanocomposite Melts
The melt electrospinning process is strongly influenced by the viscosity of the
polymer melt which is typically higher than that of solutions. Therefore, it is important
to investigate the rheological behavior of the polymer melt at various temperatures in
order to select an appropriate processing temperature. The results of our rheological
studies show that the average viscosity of PLA melt is 1-2 orders of magnitude higher
than that of typical PLA/chloroform solution, and PLA does not exhibit a strong shear
thinning over a wide range of shear rates (Figure 29) [138, 139]. The temperature
dependence of the shear viscosity for the PLA melt is determined by plotting the
logarithm of the zero shear viscosity versus 1/T (inset in Figure 29). The zero shear
viscosity is sensitive to temperatures [140] and follows the Arrhenius equation in
which activation energy is 83.8 kJ. At the temperature around 240oC, the zero shear
viscosity of the PLA melt is 120 Pa•s which is closer to that of some spinnable
polymer solutions (117 Pa s for 7.77wt% poly(p-phenylene biphenyl tetracarboxamide
acid) in dimethyl acetamide [87]). A wide range of melt temperature (180 ~ 255oC)
below the thermal decomposition temperature (330oC) was applied to investigate its
effect on electrospinning. It should be noted that only the nozzle temperature was kept
at higher temperature up to 255oC, while the melt reservoir temperature was always
kept at 200oC since PLA is prone to degradation at a temperature 10oC above its
melting temperature without stabilizers [141-143]. Through this approach, we can
minimize the possibility of chemical decomposition during melt electrospinning, while
achieving low viscosity at the nozzle. The resident time of the melt in the nozzle is
estimated to be less than 0.1 sec for a nozzle with ID of 0.16 mm at the typical flow
rate of 0.005 mL/min.
Compared to neat PLA melt, the zero shear viscosity of PLA-NC3 at each
temperature is higher due to the inclusion of nanoclays. One noticeable issue for the
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nanocomposite is that at small shear rate viscosity tends to rise up, which could mean
that the initiation of the melt jet could be difficult due to the high viscosity. And this
phenomenon was actually observed during our experiments. For electrospinning,
characterization of shear viscosity only accounts partially for the processability of the
polymer. To make a continuous jet, elongational viscosity needs to be high enough.
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Figure 29 Shear viscosity and its temperature dependence of a) neat PLA and b) PLANC3 melts
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4.3 Micron-sized PLA Fibers from Melt Electrospinning
Without the optimization of the processing of melt electrospinning, fiber size is
typically above one micron size. Most of studies on melt electrospinning of polymers
with relatively high molecular weight produced 10 micron scale fibers. The same thing
happened to our study.

a

b

Figure 30 SEM micrographs for neat PLA fibers produced a) without heating the
guiding chamber T3=25oC and b) with guiding chamber at T3=100oC
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Figure 30 shows the PLA fibers collected using a 18 gauge needle, flow rate at
0.005 ml/min, voltage at 20 kV, collecting distance at 6 cm and T1 = 200oC, T2 =
220oC, T4 = 25oC. If the temperature in the spinning region T3 is kept at room
temperature and thus the ejected polymer melt jet is nearly quenched, thicker fibers
are formed (Figure 30a). The average diameter of fibers spun at room temperature is
15 μm which is about three times as thick as that of fibers with T3 at 100oC under the
same processing condition. For the case of T3=100oC, water cooling was employed to
keep the collector temperature at 25oC. It is also observed that the fiber diameter
steadily increases with increasing flow rate in the range investigated in the current
study. It should be noted that compared to previous studies on melt electrospinning
[97-98], the size distribution of melt electrospun fibers in the current study is
relatively uniform possibly due to the precise temperature control in various regions in
the process. However when T3 is raised to 100oC, variation of fiber diameter starts to
increase.
The internal structure of melt electrospun PLA nanocomposite fibers obtained
using above conditions is quite different from that of solution electrospun fibers. More
exfoliated structures are observed in the TEM micrograph of melt electrospun
nanocomposite fibers (Figure 31a). The picture also shows skin-core morphology of
the fibers, in which nanoclays are aligned along the fiber axis but the extent of their
alignment varies along the radial direction. The skin area exhibits a higher degree of
alignment than the core region. In addition, the dispersion of the nanoclays is quite
non-uniform in the transverse direction. The absence of solvent and large radial
thermal gradient in melt electrospinning can induce such inhomogeneity. This skincore differentiation can also be manifested by the SEM micrograph of partially peeled
fibers (Figure 31b).
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Figure 31 a) TEM micrograph of PLA-NC5 fibers microtomed along its axis and b)
SEM micrograph of partially peeled PLA-NC5 fibers
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4.4 Processing Conditions and Fiber Morphologies
It has been demonstrated that many parameters such as flow rate, voltage,
collecting distance, solution viscosity and surface tension have effects on the fiber
morphology in solution electrospinning [144, 145]. Lyons and coworkers [97] found
that in melt electrospinning of polypropylene, the molecular weight and thus the shear
and extensional viscosity of the melt plays a significant role in obtaining smaller sized
fibers. In the present study, we focus on the non-isothermal effects on the fiber
morphology by changing the temperature at the nozzle and in the spinning region.

4.4.1

Whipping Motion of the Melt Jet

Numerous studies and models [146-149] have confirmed that the whipping
motion of the jet in solution electrospinning causes drastic stretching and consequently
thins the fiber. However, the presence and characteristics of the whipping motion in
melt electrospinning have not been explored. In this section, we report the effect of the
spinning temperature on the jet motion and provide an insightful view of the motion of
the polymer melt jet during electrospinning. To this end, a high speed camera was
utilized to closely probe the motion of the PLA melt jet in the spinning region. A
series of snapshots was taken and (a) the emergence of a limited jet vibration at low
spinning temperature (T3 = 25oC), as we increase the spinning voltage, and (b) the
vigorous whipping motion at high spinning temperature (T3 = 80oC) are shown in
Figure 32. Other experimental conditions including T1 = 200oC, T2 = 255oC, Q = 0.05
mL/min, d = 10 cm, T4 = 25oC, Dnozzle = 0.84 mm are kept constant for both cases.
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a

Figure 32 Effect of voltage on (a) the jet motion at T3 = 25oC and Q = 0.05 mL/min
(the limited whipping is pointed out in the oval), and (b) the whipping motion at T3 =
80oC. The last image at high spinning temperature is for a small flow rate (Q = 0.02
mL/min)
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Figure 32 (Continued)

b
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It should be noted that in Figure 32a, the image for V = 5 kV was taken at a frame
rate of 100 fps, while all others were taken at the frame rate of 1000 fps since the melt
jet at V = 5 kV moves relatively slow compared to other cases. All pictures in Figure
32 (b) were taken at the frame rate of 2000 fps due to the strong and fast whipping
motion. The dark area on the right in each image is the collector. The PLA melt jet at
V = 5 kV has a smooth contour and when the critical voltage 10 kV is reached, the jet
starts to vibrate locally near the collector. As a higher voltage is applied, the vibration
strengthens and at 20kV it evolves into a fast spiral movement (whipping). However
the whipping is much weaker and localized compared to that in solution
electrospinning [148]. In the case of low spinning temperature, fast solidification of
the jet is believed to suppress the whipping motion. When spinning temperature (T3) is
raised to 80oC, a much stronger whipping motion appears (Figure 32b), which may
result in the reduction in fiber diameter, as discussed in the following section. A high
spinning temperature above the glass transition temperature can prevent the melt jet
from solidifying before reaching the collector. In addition, the strong whipping motion
extends the residence time of the jet in the spinning region, enabling the melt jet to go
through thinning for a longer period of time. A higher voltage results in even stronger
but a more irregular whipping motion as in solution electrospinning. It is also
observed that at a low flow rate the whipping motion becomes more vigorous.

4.4.2

Effect of Nozzle Temperature on Fiber Diameter

One of the most imperative issues in melt electrospinning is how to obtain submicron scale fibers. Hence, we have investigated the effects of various processing
parameters on the average fiber diameter. Figure 33 shows the effects of nozzle
temperature on the fiber diameter of melt electrospun PLA fibers. As nozzle
temperature increases, both average fiber diameter and standard deviation decrease,
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and the curve eventually levels out at higher nozzle temperature. According to a recent
study on electrically driven viscoelastic fluid flow by Carroll and Joo [33], increasing
the fluid viscoelasticity causes a more rapid initial jet thinning. However farther away
from the spinneret, viscoelastic jets are thicker than their Newtonian counterparts due
to the higher elongational viscosity. On the other hand, the viscosity of the polymeric
liquid mainly influences the initial jet thinning. When spinning and collector
temperatures were kept low (T3 = T4 = 25oC) such that the whipping motion was
substantially suppressed, their results in the stable jet region during electrospinning
can be utilized to explain the decrease in fiber diameter with increasing nozzle
temperature observed in the current study: The increase in melt temperature decreases
the viscoelasticity and thus the final jet gets thinner with increasing nozzle
temperature. Nozzle temperatures above 255oC are not applicable because the melt
strength is not enough to maintain a continuous jet, and as a result droplets of the
polymer melt were obtained. A comprehensive modeling of the electrically driven
polymer melt jet which incorporates the non-isothermal aspects in melt
electrospinning is currently studied by Zhmayev in Joo research group.
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Figure 33 Effect of nozzle temperature on average fiber diameter (T3 and T4 were
kept at 25oC)

4.4.3

Effect of Nozzle Diameter on Fiber Size

Studies on the effect of nozzle size are extremely limited since in solution
electrospinning nozzle size is not a critical issue in obtaining sub-micron sized fibers.
Sutasinpromprae and co-worker studied the effect of nozzle diameter on the PAN
fibers and found that average fiber diameter increased from 310nm to 400nm using
nozzle with ID of 0.47mm instead of 0.84 mm.
In melt electrospinning, nozzle size plays a very important role in achieving submicron size fibers. Figure 34 shows the effect of nozzle diameter on fiber size. In
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general, smaller nozzle diameter gives rise to a smaller average fiber diameter which
is mostly achieved by the decrease in the jet cross section. The additional result of the
decreasing nozzle diameter is that melt in the nozzle is heated more homogeneously.
So it is surprising that both average fiber diameter and standard deviation linearly
decrease as the nozzle size decreases. When the nozzle size becomes smaller than 0.16
mm, the micro-flow controller cannot precisely control the flow rate due to a steep
increase in pressure drop.
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Figure 34 Effect of nozzle size on average fiber diameter
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0.1

4.4.4

Effect of Spinning Temperature (T3) on Fiber Morphology

It is intuitive that increasing spinning temperature will reduce the jet viscosity and
extend the stretching process thus produce smaller fibers. The diameter of resulting
fibers spun at different spinning temperatures is shown in Figure 35. When spinning
temperature is above the glass transition temperature of PLA (T3 > 55), the average
fiber size continues to decrease as T3 increases. It suggests that more deformation is
undertaken by the melt jet at higher spinning temperature, which is clearly caused by
the strong whipping motion, as shown in high speed images. On the other hand, the
stronger but more irregular whipping motion at higher temperature presumably results
in the greater standard deviation of fiber size distribution.
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Figure 35 Effect of spinning temperature (T3) on fiber diameter
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4.4.5

Effect of Voltage

The effect of voltage on solution electrospinning has been studied by many authors
[150-153]. Deitzel et al. [152] studied the effect of voltage on the solution
electrospinning process in a comprehensive way and found that there was no mode
change for the electrospinning process with increasing voltage. Studying the jet
initiation showed that at low voltages jet initiated from Taylor cone and as voltage
increased, the Taylor cone receded and finally disappeared. How the voltage affects
the fiber diameter can be addressed in two counteracting aspects: higher electrical
field causing stronger electrical force on the jet and higher voltage causing higher flow
rate due to the Taylor recession. Therefore it has been reported that the effect of
voltage does not change fiber diameter significantly but there is an optimal voltage to
produce the thinnest fibers.
Regarding the effect of voltage on melt electrospun fibers, it is positive according
to Lyons and co-workers [97]. The diameter of PP fibers was decreased by more than
50% when electrical field was increased from 1kV/cm to 2.5kV/cm while keeping the
distance at 10 cm. For melt electrospinning of PLA, the jet initiation voltage is around
5kV at 3 inches. Figure 36 shows the change of conical profile of the jet. It clearly
speaks for the observation by Deitzel et al. It is worth noting that the nozzle size is
0.84 mm for the observation purpose. Results for melt electrospun PLA fibers show
that as electrical field strength increases, the average fiber diameter decreases steadily
(Figure 37). The average diameter of fibers collected at E = 10 kV/inch is around 800
nm with a considerable deviation and this deviation is associated with voltage.
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Figure 36 Effect of voltage on initial jet formation
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Figure 37 Effect of electrical field on average diameter of melt electrospun fibers

4.4.6

Effect of Flow Rate

To obtain small scale fibers, flow rate for melt electrospinning is almost one order
of magnitude lower than for solution electrospinning. Although the flow rate in melt
electrospinning is significant smaller than in solution electrospinning, attributing to the
no loss in solvent mass, the yield rate at Q=0.005 mL/min is still about 50% higher
than that of Q=0.02 mL/min in electrospinning of 12.5% PLA/chloroform solution.
As for the effect of flow rate, smaller fibers were achieved with decreasing flow
rate. The average fiber diameter is 1.7 μm at Q = 0.01 mL/min but only 1.2 μm at Q =
0.005 mL/min. In a theoretical manner, the smallest flow rate could create the smallest
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fiber. However, the effect of viscoelasticity and continuity issue limits the lower
boundary of the flow rate.
The electrospinning parameters that were altered and the results of these
experiments are summarized in Table 5.
After combining all the factors considered, sub-micron PLA melt electrospun
fibers have successfully been obtained (Figure 38) under the following conditions: T1
= 200oC, T2 = 255oC, T3 = 80oC, T4 = 25oC, Q = 0.01 mL/min, V = 20 kV, d = 10 cm
and Dnozzle = 0.16 mm.

10μm

Figure 38 SEM image of sub-micron sized PLA fibers directly from its melt (fiber
diameter around 800 nm)
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Table 5 Summary of electrospinning parameters that were altered and the results of
these experiments

Parameter varied

Parameters kept constant

Key
observations

Nozzle temperature
185oC Æ 255oC

T1=200oC, T3=T4=25oC,

Decrease in

Q=0.01mL/min,

fiber diameter

E=2.0kV/cm, Dnozzle=0.16mm
Nozzle diameter
0.84mm Æ 0.13mm

T1=200oC, T2=220oC,

Decrease in

Q=0.01mL/min, E=1.1kV/cm, and

fiber diameter

T3= T4=25oC
Spinning temp

T1=200oC, T2=255oC, T4=25oC, Q=

Decrease in

25oC Æ 80oC

0.005 mL/min, E = 30kV/10cm,

fiber diameter

Dnozzle=0.16mm
Electric field strength
2.4kV/cm Æ 4.0kV/cm

T1=200oC, T2=220oC,

Decrease in

T3=T4=25oC, Q=0.01mL/min,

fiber diameter

Dnozzle=0.16mm
Flow rate
0.02mL/minÆ0.005mL/min

T1=200oC, T2=220oC, T3=80oC,

Decrease in

T4=25oC, E = 2.0kV/cm,

fiber diameter

Dnozzle=0.16mm

4.5

Degradation in Melt Electrospinning
Although the thermal decomposition temperature of PLA is around 330oC,

extended exposure of PLA melt to the relatively high temperature in the melt reservoir
may still cause thermal degradation. To quantify the degree of degradation before and
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after melt electrospinning, the intrinsic viscosity [ ] was measured, and the molecular
weight, Mv is calculated by using the following equation [154]:

[η ] = 5.45 × 10 −4 × M v0.73
It is found that the molecular weight of PLA has changed from the original
186,000 to around 40,000 in the first hour of collecting, and after one hour the rate of
degradation slows down for the fibers (Figure 39). Compared to bulk PLA resins at
200oC, fibers undergo additional degradation during the spinning process. Two
mechanisms of degradation are considered in this process: thermal degradation and
mechanical scission. Thermal degradation happens in the melt reservoir and
throughout the nozzle. Intramolecular trans-esterification reaction during heating is the
major cause of thermal degradation for PLA below 250oC [141]. Mechanical scission
may take place when the melt is forced through the thin nozzle, and this effect is more
prominent when a nozzle with smaller inner diameter (0.16mm) is used. We also used
a nozzle with ID of 0.84 mm to collect fibers and find that fibers collected in the first
hour have a molecular weight around 58,000 compared to 40,000 using the 0.16 mm
nozzle. The difference is primarily caused by the different extent of mechanical
scission. For comparison, the possible degradation during solution electrospinning was
also investigated and it was found that no significant degradation occurred.
Although thermal degradation can be minimized by adding a thermal stabilizer
[138, 142], it can be a useful means to obtain thinner fibers. However, the molecular
weight has a close connection with the thermal, structural and mechanical properties.
Therefore the discussion that follows is based on the fibers collected during the first
30 minutes of collecting thus with a similar molecular weight.
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Figure 39 Thermal degradation of PLA bulk resins and melt-electrospun fibers

4.6

Thermal Properties of Melt Electrospun Fibers
The jet deformation with fast solidification during electrospinning often results in

a meta-stable phase. Since PLA is a slowly crystallizing polymer and its glass
transition temperature is above room temperature, fibers were collected at room
temperature to study the effect of processing. This is an issue for polypropylene [97,
98] since melt electrospun polypropylene fibers cannot maintain the oriented
structures at room temperature, and thus a collector cooled below its glass transition
temperature by liquid nitrogen was used to keep the aligned structures.
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As many articles have mentioned [26, 79, 80], PLA-related fibers electrospun
from solutions usually exhibit a cold crystallization peak through DSC analysis as well
as a separation of two peaks near the melting point which gives rise to different crystal
structures: α structure with lamellar folded-chain morphology and meta-stable β
structure with fibrillar morphology [127]. The presence of cold crystallization in
solution electrospun PLA fibers has also been confirmed by the temperature dependent
XRD studies in our previous work [26]. Figure 40 shows the DSC thermograms for
two melt electrospun PLA fibers with different average diameters, and they are
compared with PLA resin and solution electrospun PLA fibers. Melt electrospun PLA
fibers with an average fiber size below one micron are produced through the 0.16mm
nozzle, whereas 10 micron-sized fibers are produced through the 0.84 mm nozzle. For
all the electrospun fibers from both solutions and melts, a cold crystallization peak at
around 95oC is observed (Figure 40). Other noticeable characteristics for electrospun
fibers are a small melting peak at around 150oC and a major melting peak at around
165oC (α crystal). The degree of crystallinity before and after cold crystallization,
χbc(%), χac(%) and temperatures of major peaks from DSC thermograms of various
PLA fibers are summarized in Table 6. Crystallinity was calculated based on the
following equation

χ=

ΔH f − ΔHc
ΔH 0f
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Figure 40 DSC thermograms for PLA resin and its electrospun fibers

Table 6 Summary of DSC curves for different PLA fibers

Resin/Fibers

Tc* (oC)

Tmα (oC)

χbc(%)

χac(%)

Bulk PLA

N/A

167.5

46.2

46.2

PLA-SE Neat PLA Fibers

100.0

167.1

4.8

39.6

PLA-ME-1micron Fibers

88.9

163.9

5.1

49.4

PLA-ME-10micron Fibers

99.8

166.1

0.0

52.6

PLA-ME-1micron Annealed

87.9

163.4

42.6

47.0

where ΔHf is the heat of fusion, ΔHc is the heat of cold crystallization and ΔHf 0 is the
heat of fusion for 100% crystalline PLA, 93 J/g [133]. According to Table 6, as-spun
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sub-micron sized PLA fibers exhibit a small degree of crystallinity which will be
verified by XRD studies in the next section, and fibers with different average
diameters exhibit different thermal properties. Thick PLA fibers (10 μm) are mostly
amorphous, while sub-micron sized PLA fibers exhibit 5.1% crystallinity. After cold
crystallization, the total crystallinity of both fibers rises to that of the resin. The
lowering of melting temperature of thin fibers is caused possibly by additional
mechanical degradation. As we have learned from the degradation study, sub-micron
fibers were produced through a smaller 0.16mm nozzle which can lead to more severe

Exothermic (−−>)

chain scission and thus a lower molecular weight.
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Figure 41 DSC curves of PLA-ME-1micron fibers after annealing at 100oC for various
durations
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To identify the unidentified peak at 150oC, DSC studies of sub-micron PLA fibers
annealed for various durations were carried out (Figure 41). It is observed that the
peak strength around 150oC gradually increases as the degree of annealing increases,
while there is no indication in XRD studies that any β crystals form except for α
crystals. However, the melting temperature is lower than that of normal α crystals and
it usually identified as imperfect α crystal peak [155]. Besides the increase in the peak
size, we note that the peak shifts towards higher temperature because imperfect α
crystals start to convert into perfect α crystals as annealing time increases. Comparing
as-spun PLA-ME-1micron fibers and the annealed ones, we also find that upon
annealing, the cold crystallization peak almost disappears. In other words, upon
annealing, most of the aligned structures have been converted into α crystal structures
during the annealing process. Fibers now exhibit a higher degree of crystallinity
compared to its low value before annealing. The XRD study of annealed fibers will
also confirm the conversion of aligned structures into the α crystal structure in the next
section.
As we mentioned in the past paragraph, cold crystallization is an important
indicator to the alignment of molecular chains in fibers. Polarized light microscope is
a great measure to directly observe this phenomenon. Figure 42 shows a bundle of
PLA-ME-1micron fibers heated at a rate of 10oC/min under the polarized light
microscope. The first snapshot suggests that as-spun PLA-ME-1 micron fibers have a
small degree of crystals. Upon heating, PLA fibers first undergo inverse glass
transition --- relaxation at around 90oC, we can clearly observe the new formation of
crystals due to the cold crystallization by discerning those bright spots marked with
arrows. With continued heating, more and more amorphous structures transform into
crystals as temperature increases. This result of cold crystallization is in good
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agreement with the temperature dependent X-ray diffraction study of solution spun
PLA fibers by Zhou et al. [26].

Figure 42 Microscopic views of a bundle of PLA-ME-1 micron fibers at different
temperatures under polarized light microscope with a hot stage

4.7

XRD Studies and Crystal Structures
To determine the crystal structures in as-melt spun PLA fibers, X-ray diffraction

studies were carried out and the diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 43. It is
observed that melt electrospun PLA fibers of 10 micron scale show a strong
amorphous halo, and no distinct crystal peaks are found in the diffraction patterns, on
the other hand, sub-micron scale, melt electrospun PLA fibers clearly exhibit two
small reflection peaks (near 26o and 31o) ascribed to the β crystals [154]. The
formation of β crystals is caused by the different extent of deformation of the polymer
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molecular chains during the melt electrospinning process [26, 127]. The critical factor
for the formation of the β crystals is a high degree of deformation (a.k.a. draw ratio in
literature [156]). We note that the β crystal peaks of micron sized fibers from PLA
melt shift toward higher 2θ values compared with fibers from solution electrospinning
probably due to different degree of stretching and deformation of crystal cell
constants. The peak intensity is slightly weaker than sub-micron sized PLA fibers
from solution possibly due to rapid quenching considering the high degree of cold
crystallinity. Besides these two peaks, we also note that there is a broad shoulder
bulging out near 22.8o which can be assigned to the α crystal structure.

β

β

ABS

PLA-SE Fibers
PLA-ME-1micron
PLA-ME-10micron

10

20

30

2θ
Figure 43 X-Ray diffraction patterns for PLA ME fibers
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It has been reported that the β crystal structure can convert into the α crystal
structure upon annealing. Two annealing tests were carried out: one at 50oC for 48 hrs
and the other at 100oC for various annealing durations (Figure 44). After annealing at
50oC for 48 hrs, sub-micron PLA fibers exhibit strong α crystal peaks at 16.7o and 19o,
while the β crystal peaks at 26o and 31o are almost diminished. When fibers are
annealed at 100oC even for one minute, the β crystal structure completely disappears,
and strong α crystal peaks form. As the annealing time increases, the strength of all α
crystal peaks increases. Hence, we conclude that the small amount of β crystals
converts into α crystals upon annealing and after cold crystallization, only α crystals
are observed possibly due to this conversion.

α

o
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PLA-ME-1μm HT-1hr-100 C
o
PLA-ME-1μm HT-10min-100 C
o
PLA-ME-1μm HT-1min-100 C
o
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PLA-ME-1μm as-spun
α

β
α

α
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2θ

β
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Figure 44 X-Ray diffraction patterns of a series of annealed PLA ME fibers at
different conditions
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4.8

Mechanical Properties of Melt Electrospun Fibers
The mechanical properties of melt electrospun PLA and its nanocomposite fibers

before and after annealing are shown in Table 7. The Young’s modulus of the melt
electrospun fiber mats is comparable to the solution electrospun fiber mats. However
the strength is much lower than that of SE fiber mat. It has been shown in the
degradation study, melt electrospun fibers are the degraded PLA fibers. Taking the
degradation into account, it is reasonable for melt electrospun fibers to have weaker
strength. The annealing can improve the modulus and strength to certain extent. As
compensation, annealed fibers are extremely brittle and break at small strain. The
effect of nanoclay is not significant in the melt electrospun and it actually decreases
the as-spun fiber mechanical properties mostly due to the additional degradation from
melt extrusion process prior to the electrospinning.

Table 7 Mechanical properties of melt electrospun PLA and its nanocomposite fibers
before and after annealing

Modulus(Mpa)

Yield Strength(Mpa)

Break Strain

PLA-ME As-spun

13.0

0.38

0.34

PLA-ME Annealed

25.0

0.43

0.07

PLANC1 As-spun

7.7

0.24

0.5

PLANC1 Annealed

27.0

0.72

0.07

PLA-SE As-spun

12.0

0.72

0.27

PLANC1-SE As-spun

13.0

1.49

N/A

From Melt

From Solution
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4.9

Effect of Nanofibers on Dust Collection Efficiency
To study the effect of nanofibers on dust collection efficiency, the PLA melt has

been directly electrospun on to the cellulose filter media. The SEM images of melt
electrospun PLA nanofibers on the filter media are shown in Figure 45. The average
fiber diameter of is about 800 nm. It should be noted that a good adhesion between the
melt-electrospun PLA fibers and the filter media is observed. In fact, some of the
electrospun fibers are partially merged to the large cellulose fibers composing the
filter media, possibly due to high spinning temperature in the melt electrospinning
process.
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10 μm

10 μm

Figure 45 SEM images of melt electrospun PLA fibers collected on filter media
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Finally, the collection efficiency of dust particles in air which was measured using
a custom-built filtration efficiency tester is shown in Figure 46. Four filters were
tested, one containing the standard filter media (12’’ x 12”), two containing filter
media with sub-micron fibers (0.1 g/ft2 and 0.25 g/ft2) and an additional filter media
covered with 10 micron sized PLA fibers (0.1 g/ft2) for comparison. It is observed that
all filter media with PLA fibers display a significantly higher collection efficiency of
sub-micron sized dust particles with diameters in the range of 0.03 to 1 μm. However
the gain in the dust collection efficiency for filter media with 10 micron PLA fibers is
coupled with an increase in pressure drop (7.5%) compared to the bare filter media;
for the same coverage (0.1 g/ft2) of sub-micron fibers, the increase in the pressure drop
due to additional electrospun fibers is below 3.0%. Hence, obtaining sub-micron scale
fibers is crucial to achieving enhanced filtration efficiency without a significant
increase in pressure drop. The effect of sub-micron sized fibers on dust collection can
be easily illustrated by the higher collection efficiency of dust particles smaller than
0.7 μm (refer to the circled region in Figure 46). Increasing the coverage of submicron sized fibers from 0.1 g/ft2 to 0.25 g/ft2 drastically increases the collection
efficiency, but the percentage increase of pressure drop due to additional coverage of
electrospun fibers also rises to 11.1%.
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Figure 46 Dust collection efficiency of flat sheet filters with and without PLA
nanofibers
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CHAPTER 5

EFFECTS OF PEO IN ELECTROSPUN PLA AND PEO BLEND FIBER

Polymer blends constitutes over 30 % of polymer consumption. Since 1960s,
numerous synthetic polymer blends have been discovered to achieve certain
objectives. In the early years, polymer blending was aimed to achieve higher impact
strength. In general polymer blends offer more advantages besides the higher impact
strength. The reason of using blending [157] can be categorized into following items:
z

Developing materials with a set of desired properties.

z

Extending engineering material performance by diluting them with low-cost
commercial resins.

z

Improving specific properties e.g., impact strength, rigidity, ductility, chemical
resistance, barrier properties, abrasion resistance, flammability, gloss, etc.

z

Adjusting the material performance to fit customers’ specifications at the lowest
price.

z

Recycling industrial and/or municipal plastics waste.
To achieve a reproducible material performance after blending, compatibility of

the blended polymers is usually considered. There are several ways to achieve the
compatibility: adding a third-party component which is compatible with both of them;
adding a block co-polymer which is compatible with both of them; modifying one
species by reaction compounding et al.
Recently, the idea of blending has been applied on electrospun fibers. Bognitzki
and co-workers [75] electrospun fibers from PLA and PVP blend. After selectively
etching out the one of the components, porous fibers with only PLA or PVP were
obtained. Norris et al. [158] fabricated conductive electrospun fibers from polyaniline
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and PEO blend and found that the conductivity of the blend fibers was slightly lower
than the cast film due to the porous structures and non-woven nature. Chitosan with
PEO blend fibers were electrospun by several researcher groups [159-161]. Tunable
optical properties of MEH-PPV/PFO and MEH-PPV/PHT electrospun fibers were
achieved by adjusting the blending ratio by Babel et al [162]. Recent study by Cha and
co-workers [163] investigated the mechanical behavior of polysulfone and
polyurethane electrospun fibers and found that with increasing amount of the blended
polyurethane, mechanical properties, such as Young’s modulus and yield strength
increased by up to 80%.
PLA is a bio-degradable material and has potential applications in biomedical
field. However, the glass transition temperature is around 55oC which makes PLA
hard and brittle at room temperature. Although as a fiber format, the flexibility has
been improved but more can be done to improve the mechanical performance of PLA
fibers. Multi-component systems have been design to solve the problem. PLA and
starch were blended with a reactive agent during the extrusion process by adding a
catalytic amount of some reactants (peroxides, anhydrides). The mechanical properties
of the so-obtained reactive blends improved significantly because of the good
compatibility and the cross-linking or coupling reactions between multi-components
[164].
PEO has a low Tg and could improve the mechanical properties of PLA without
sacrificing the bio-compatibility. However, for PLA and PEO blend system, few
studies can be found in literature although people have been studying their block copolymers extensively and intensively. Similar to PEO, poly(propylene glycol) is long
known to be a good plasticizer and increase the crystallinity of PLA. Results of recent
study [165] on PPG and PLA system revealed that high content of PPG caused the
phase separation and blend sample crystallized when deformed while with low content
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of PPG, crazing was observed. Sheth and co-workers [166] studied the crystallization
behavior and mechanical properties of PLA and PEG blends and found for PEG
content below 50%, the crystallization of PEG was suppressed and any blend system
showed lower tensile strength. Additionally, they found the degradability of PLA was
improved by adding any amount of PEG. However adding organoclays into the PLA
and PEG blend by melt compounding showed an increase in the tensile strength [167].
For electrospun fibers, not only will the blending composition affect the properties
of the material, but also processing such as blending method and electrospinning
conditions will have effects on the morphologies, structures and properties. In this
chapter, effects of PEO on the blend cast, electrospun fibers from both solution and
melt will be studied and discussed. The nanoclay effects will briefly be discussed.

5.1 Experiments
5.1.1

Solution Electrospinning

PLA and PEO blend solutions were prepared in two methods in a similar way to
preparation of PLA and nanoclay solutions describe in chapter 3. PLA and PEO blend
resins were prepared using melt extrusion at the composition of 3 wt%, 10 wt% and 50
wt%. Solutions with concentrations of 10 and 15 wt% PLA-PEO in chloroform were
made for each extruded blend. 0.1 wt% lithium chloride was also added into the 10
wt% of PLA-10PEO solutions to study the effect of conductivity on solution
electrospun fibers. Similarly, solutions of PLA-PEO in chloroform were prepared by
dissolving the resins directly in solvent at room temperature, creating an ad hoc
mixture in solution rather than a melt-extruded blend.
The conductivity of the solutions was measured prior to electrospinning via a
conductivity meter (VWR Scientific). After the solutions were ready, solution
electrospinning was first carried out with typical condition at Q=0.01 ml/min, D=15
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cm, V=15-20 kV with 27 gauge needle at room temperature. The reason why two
different kinds of voltages were used will be explained in later section. The conditions
are listed in Table 8.

Table 8 Electrospinning conditions for PLA-PEO solutions

Solution

Voltage (kV)

Flow Rate (mL/min)

Collector Dist. (cm)

Extruded Blend

15

0.01

15

Direct Blend

20

0.01

15

Morphology of the as-spun fibers was examined by SEM. Thermal properties
were characterized by DSC and crystal structures were investigated using XRD.
Mechanical properties were measured by an Instron tensile testing instrument. Asspun fibers were annealed at 65oC for 18 hrs and then at 120oC for 1 hr. XRD data
were collected after each annealing. As-spun 50 wt% PEO fibers were soaked in a
solvent mixture with 70 water : 30 ethanol for two days to dissolve the PEO. The
morphology of the etched fibers was observed by SEM.

5.1.2

Melt Electrospinning

Melt electrospinning was conducted at the conditions similar to pure PLA. PLA
and PEO blend resins were loaded into a 5mL syringe and after melting the resin for ½
hour, electrospinning was started. The drastic difference between them is that the
splaying or whipping for PLA-PEO jet is more vigorous and dramatic. This
phenomenon could be caused by the higher charge density induced by PEO and thus
could lead to smaller fibers. In the melt electrospinning, T1 was fixed at 200oC and T2
was varied with two different temperatures: 225oC and 255oC to study the effect of
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needle temperature on fiber morphology and structures. T3 was varied with two
different temperatures: 25oC and 70oC. Voltage (V) was kept at 15 kV and flow rate
(Q) was set at 0.005 mL/min all the time. Collecting distance (d) was always 7.5 cm.
The collected fibers were characterized in the aspects of thermal properties,
structural properties and mechanical properties. PLA-10PEO melt electrospun (ME)
fibers were also directly spun onto cellulose fiber mat and filtration efficiency test was
carried out.

5.1.3

Cast Films

Cast films were also prepared by two methods. Those cast films for mechanical test
were considerably thick and were prepared by evaporating chloroform slowly from
dilute (3-5 wt%) solutions of PLA-PEO in a flat, level Teflon mold (2’’x2’’). These
films were created from both extruded and direct blend solutions for each
composition. The other type of cast films for etching experiments was made using
sliding casting in which a small drop of solution on a glass substrate was slid flat
using another glass slide. These thin cast films were then put into HPLC water for at
least 24 hours for extracting PEO component out. SEM was employed to examine the
film morphologies. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (Mattson Model 5020)
was used to compare cast films and fibers from extruded and direct blends. Structural
studies were performed using XRD and polarizing optical microscopy (Olympus
Japan BX51).
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5.2 Effects of PEO on PLA-PEO Solution Electrospun Fibers
5.2.1

Conductivities of PLA-PEO Solutions
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Figure 47 Conductivities and viscosities of PLA-PEO blend solutions with different
concentrations
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Electrospinning experiments revealed that electrospinning of extrusion-blended
solutions went better than that of direct blended solutions at the concentration of 15
wt%. To find out the underlying causes, two properties of the solutions were
investigated: viscosity and conductivity (Figure 47). Viscosity of extrusion-blended
solution is lower than the viscosity of direct blend counterpart possibly due to the
degradation in the melt extrusion process. Conductivity of PLA-PEO solutions is not
only related to the blending method but also related to the solution concentration and
PEO content. The conductivity of 10 wt% extrusion-blended solutions is nearly one
order of magnitude higher than that of 10 wt% direct blended solutions at the PEO
composition of 3 wt%. Comparing the viscosity, the difference is also one order of
magnitude. The discrepancy diminishes as the PEO concentration increases and the
trend lines of conductivity converge at PLA-50PEO. In addition, 15 wt% extrusionblended solutions and 10 wt% direct-blended solutions show quite similar trend in the
conductivity-concentration curve: first decrease and then increase comparing the
constant decreasing conductivity of solutions.
In fact, conductivity and viscosity are dependent. As we know, conductivity (s) of
an electrolyte given by s = n q μ depends upon the carrier concentration (n) and
mobility (μ). The mobility is inversely related to the viscosity (η) of the electrolyte as
μ= q/6πrη. By adding additional polymers, two counteracting factors play in a roll.
The inversed linear relationship between conductivity and viscosity is demonstrated at
low PEO content smaller than 10 wt% for 10 wt% solutions. With PLA and PEO
blending ratio of 1 to 1, significant phase separation appears and the charge carrier
effect is more prominent thus the conductivity rises.
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5.2.2

Fiber Morphology

Fiber morphology depends on the processing conditions and solution properties
such as concentration and conductivity. The viscosity and conductivity of PLA-PEO
solutions are determined by not only the solution concentration but also the blending
methods as described in the previous section.
Morphologies of as-spun fibers of PLA-PEO were examined by SEM (Figure 48).
Overall speaking, fibers from 10 wt% direct blend solutions are more homogeneous
than those from extruded blend solutions due to the higher viscosity. Nevertheless, all
the solutions produce fibers with bi-modal distributions of size. It is unclear what
causes the bi-modal distribution.
For the 10 wt% extruded blend solutions, higher conductivity and low viscosity
contribute to the non-uniformity. Slightly increases viscosity by adding PEO from 3
wt% to 10 wt% results in smoother fibers. And then viscosity decreases significantly
at 50 wt% of PEO. As a consequence, bead-string morphology appears. Conductivity
decrease also contributes. The formation of beads is influenced by three factors:
repulsive force from charges; surface tension causing bead formation; viscoelasticity
maintaining the continuity of the jet. Results on electrospun PEO fibers from PEO in
water solution by Reneker et al. [19] showed that by suppressing the surface tension
beadless fibers could be produced such as increasing the solution viscosity or
conductivity. Higher conductivity shows that solution carries more charges and
repulsive force is stronger in the jet which causes fewer beads. For the 10 wt% direct
blend PLA-PEO solutions, viscosity is higher which makes the solution more
viscoelastic thus generates smoother fibers.
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Extruded Blend (10 wt%)

Direct Blend (10 wt%)

3

10

50

Figure 48 As-spun fibers from 10 wt% extruded blend (left) and direct blend (right)
PLA-PEO solutions
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Adding a small amount of an ionic salt such as LiCl increases the conductivity of
the solution dramatically and evens the charge distribution. When 0.1 wt% LiCl was
introduced to a 10 wt% (10 wt% PEO) extruded blend solution, the conductivity
increased nearly fourfold from 0.089 μs/m to 0.332 μs/m. The resulting fibers (Figure
49) are noticeably more homogeneous. Fiber diameter for solution without lithium
chloride has a wide distribution with bi-modal profile: one around 300 nm and one
around 2 μm. The distribution for solution with lithium chloride is much more
concentrated near 500 nm.

Figure 49 SEM and fiber size distribution of as-spun PLA-10PEO fibers from 10 wt%
solutions with and without lithium chloride
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Figure 49 (Continued)
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5.2.3

Fiber Morphology after Etching out PEO

By selectively removing one component in the polymer blend, porous
morphology is achieved. It also serves as a tool to investigate the distribution and
interaction between PEO with PLA by examining pore shape and size. In addition,
effect of deformation on fiber morphologies and structures can also be demonstrated.
In PLA nanocomposite, we have observed strong alignment of nanoclays along the
fiber axis due to the strong deformation during electrospinning. And in selfassembling polymers, electrospun fibers show some stretched structures caused by the
deformation.
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PLA-3PEO-DB

PLA-3PEO-EX

PLA-10PEO-DB

PLA-10PEO-EX

PLA-50PEO-DB

PLA-50PEO-EX

Figure 50 Surface morphologies of etched PLA-PEO cast films at different
composition
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The morphologies of cast films after etching are revealed in Figure 50. The left
row of images is etched cast films of direct blends and the right is extrusion blended.
As the images indicate, there is no pore for both PLA-3PEO-DB and PLA-10PEO-EX
cast film, a few pores in PLA-10PEO-DB film and no pore in PLA-10PEO-EX film. It
also suggests that PEO is soluble in PLA at low compositions and 10 wt% is about the
boundary between a good mixture and phase separated mixture. Due to the higher
degree of homogeneity of extrusion blend and partial degradation, PEO exhibits more
solubility in PLA thus no pore is observed in the picture for PLA-10PEO-EX cast
film. Pores in PLA-50PEO-DB and PLA-50PEO-EX films have similar size and
distribution around 300 nm. The only difference is the pore numbers. As described
above, degraded PEO in extrusion blend has more solubility in PLA.
For the etched PLA-3PEO blend fibers, there is no significant change in surface
morphology. PLA-10PEO fibers are selected to compare with their cast films. The
morphologies are shown in Figure 51. It is found that pores in etched direct blend
fibers are elongated along the fiber direction with the aspect ratio about 400 nm : 80
nm. While in extruded blend fibers pores are more regular-shaped with circular
opening smaller than 60 nm in diameter and the density of the pores are significantly
higher. These surface morphologies indicate that PEO domains in direct blend fibers
are larger than in extruded blend fibers. The smaller domain size is possibly due to the
break-up of large domains during melt extrusion. Solutions made from extrusion blend
are more homogeneous than the direct blend.
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Figure 51 Fiber morphologies of PLA-10PEO fibers after removing PEO
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5.2.4

Models for Cast Films and Fibers from Extrusion Blends

Based on the etching results, it is clear that distribution of PEO in PLA in direct
blend cast film and fiber is not affected greatly by electrospinning except the
elongated shape. We will put our focus on comparison between cast films and fibers
from extrusion blend. EX cast films present bigger PEO domains and fibers show
smaller PEO domains if there is any. Our model also proposes that PEO molecules
interact with PLA molecules more strongly due to the smaller domain size (Figure 52).
Possible chemical change is not detected in our FTIR studies. The size and
homogeneity of the dispersed domains as well as the interaction between the
embedding and matrix is crucial to the structure and property of the blends. For
example, the nucleation and crystallization is closely related to the size and
distribution.

300nm

60nm

Figure 52 Distribution of PEO in PLA-10PEO-EX cast film (left) and fiber (right)

The major reason for the difference of PEO domain size in cast films and fibers can
be split into two factors: the short residence time of the solution jet and fast
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solidification during electrospinning. The typical residence time of the jet is at
millisecond scale. To phase separate, polymer chains require enough relaxation time
which is typically longer than the residence time in electrospinning. Due to the fast
solidification, the mobility of polymer chains also decreases. Besides these, shearing
flow and confinement effect may contribute to the formation of smaller PEO domain
size.

5.2.5

Thermal Properties of PLA-PEO Solution Electrospun Fibers

Thermal properties of PEO and PLA are very different individually since PEO
with molecular weight of 100,000 has a melting point of 66oC and glass transition
temperature is about -65oC. Blending PEO with PLA not only lowers the glass
transition temperature but also lower the melting temperature of PLA. These changes
are shown in Figure 53 and Figure 54. Figure 53 compares the thermal properties of
cast films from PLA-PEO direct blend and extruded blend and Figure 54 shows the
comparison between PLA-PEO direct blend fibers and extruded blend fibers.
The complication of the DSC includes the overlap of melting temperature of PEO
and glass transition temperature of PLA. So we will mostly focus on the melting
behavior of PLA. For cast films, melting temperature depression is observable for both
direct blend and extruded blend. PLA-50PEO cast film shows phase separation and
additional melting peak at 58oC assigned to PEO melting appears. The behavior of
melting temperature depression of both PLA and PEO suggests the miscibility of the
components and extruded blend cast film shows stronger intra-molecular interactions
suggested by the greater depression of melting temperature [168]. Studies by
Nijenhuis and co-worker [169] showed that the phase separation took place when PEO
content was above 20 wt%. Close examining the DSC curve of PLA-10PEO, we can
find that there is a small melting peak of PEO which suggests that at this PEO
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concentration, phase separation already initiates. The lowering of PEO melting
temperature in the blend is partially caused by the degradation of PEO. On the other
hand, imperfect crystallization is anther possible reason according to several
researchers [166, 168, 170] who also observed such behavior and claimed that PEO
crystals were trapped in the PLA spherulites when crystallizing.
Same thermal depression behavior is observed regarding the as-spun fibers. But
the transition is much more insignificant. The general crystallinity of as-spun fibers is
smaller than the corresponding cast films which is due to the fast solidification during
the electrospinning process. Another noticeable point of interest is the cold
crystallization peak. The cold crystallization peak for pure PLA fibers is broad and at
relatively higher temperature (100oC). As PEO increases in the blend from 0 to 10
wt%, this peak shifts towards lower temperature and becomes sharper and sharper
which suggests that introducing low amount of PEO into PLA can cause more
deformation and thus lower cold crystallization peak. And this deformation is due to
the higher conductivity of the blend system. PEO in the extruded blend shows stronger
influence on the cold crystallization peak in the aspect of peak width and strength.
PEO molecules in the extruded blend fibers exist in smaller domains as shown in the
etching studies in previous section. In addition, it is believed that PEO in extruded
blend fibers interacts more with PLA molecules and thus more deformation is
undertaken. However, when PEO separates with PLA in phase at 50 wt%, PEO
content shows the contrary effect on cold crystallization behavior: the peak disappears
completely.
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Figure 53 DSC of cast films of PLA-PEO direct blend and PLA-PEO extruded blend
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Figure 54 DSC of a) solution electrospun fibers of PLA-PEO direct blend and b) PLAPEO extruded blend
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Table 9 Thermal properties of PLA-PEO cast films and as-spun fibers

Tm of PLA (oC)

Tcold (oC)

χ (%) of PLA

Direct Blend Cast Films
PLA

168.8

82.2

29.7%

PLA-3PEO

168.5

92.8

31.1%

PLA-10PEO

168.1

83.6

21.9%

PLA-50PEO

166.6

85.7

9.3%

Extruded Blend Cast Films
PLA-3PEO

167.5

81.8

41.5%

PLA-10PEO

166.9

N/A

37.4%

PLA-50PEO

165.5

N/A

25.8%

Direct Blend Fibers
PLA

167.1

100.0

N/A

PLA-3PEO

166.5

87.0

N/A

PLA-10PEO

166.7

74.4

N/A

PLA-50PEO

165.9

N/A

N/A

Extruded Blend Fibers
PLA-3PEO

167.0

80.9

N/A

PLA-10PEO

165.9

73.4

N/A

PLA-50PEO

166.2

N/A

N/A

The melting peaks and the crystallinity in the cast films and fibers are listed in
Table 9. Crystallinity of as-spun fibers is not accurate since the cold crystallization
peak partially overlaps with melting peak of PEO. Besides the changes of the melting
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temperature and cold crystallization temperature, crystallinity of PLA in the blend is
also affected by PEO existence. For cast films, 3 wt% PEO in PLA reaches the
maximum crystallinity. As to the fibers, the crystallinity of PLA reaches the peak at 10
wt% PEO and decreases slightly after 10 wt% PEO. For PLA-50PEO, PEO
crystallinity is an important factor regarding the mechanical behavior and crystal
structure which we will discuss in the following sections. The total crystallinity of the
cast films and fibers will directly determine the mechanical properties described later.

5.2.6

Effects of PEO on Crystal Structures of PLA-PEO Fibers

It has been shown that the electrospinning processing is an extra factor in
determining the crystal structures of as-spun fibers. Due to the strong deformation and
fast solidification, meta-stable crystal structures are often found in as-spun fibers. It is
more complicated now since there is an additional player in the game. Pure PEO has
monoclinic crystal structure in the regular crystallization and PEO is miscible with
PLA below 10 wt%. Phase separation has been detected using DSC analysis at 50
wt%. Morphologies of polymer blend constantly change when the composition
changes. In some cases, for instance, PET and PVA blends, lamellar morphology can
be achieved at the right condition. But in most cases, spheres appear in the blends.
XRD studies of PLA-PEO can reveal the effect of PEO on crystal structures of the
blend system. Figure 55 displays the XRD patterns of PLA-PEO cast films from both
direct blend and extruded blend. It is interesting to find that the general trend of the
peak change is different for direct blend and extruded blend cast films. For direct
blend cast films. Small amount such as 3 wt% of PEO acts as nucleating agent thus
greatly enhances the crystallization behavior and above 3 wt%, PLA peak at 16.7o
shrinks as PEO concentration increases, which in other word can be interpreted as
crystallization is suppressed by the addition of PEO after its concentration is above 3
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wt%. However, the decrease of PLA crystallinity is not significant for the extruded
blend cast films. The crystallinity for PLA-3PEO-EX for reaches saturated
crystallinity and extra PEO deters the crystallization of PLA slightly due to mobility
decrease of PLA molecules.
For cast films of PLA-3PEO and PLA-10PEO formed from both blends, no PEO
crystal peak is present which suggests there are no PEO crystals in the blends after the
solvent evaporates. It is because at low concentration of PEO, PEO is a minor phase
and surrounded by PLA molecules. Chance for them to crystallize is negligible. When
PLA crystallizes, PEO molecules are trapped in the amorphous region of the blends.
For these two cast films, the difference lies in the distribution of the PEO microdomains and the interaction between PEO and PLA. Due to weaker interaction
between PEO and PLA, network in the chloroform solution is more likely to form
during evaporation and reduce the mobility of PLA molecules thus hinders the
crystallization of PLA. And this effect is more prominent when PEO content increases
over 3 wt%.
PEO
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Figure 55 XRD patterns of PLA-PEO cast films from both direct blend and extruded
blend
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Figure 55 (Continued)
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Figure 56 XRD patterns of PLA-PEO as-spun fibers from both direct blend and
extruded blend
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Figure 56 (Continued)
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XRD patterns of as-spun fibers from both direct blend and extruded blend are
shown in Figure 56. For PLA-3PEO and PLA-10PEO as-spun fibers, there is no
apparent PLA crystal peaks available though the small amount of crystals could exist
in the fibers as indicated in DSC. For the composition of PLA-50PEO, only strong
PEO peaks protrude out of the amorphous halo. Due to the fast solvent evaporation,
effect of PEO on crystallization of PLA is suppressed. So we annealed the as-spun
fibers to let PLA crystallize and XRD scan was done for analysis (Figure 57). In the
annealing test, direct blend fibers and extruded fibers exhibit same behavior so only
direct blend fibers are shown in Figure 57.
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Figure 57 XRD patterns of PLA-PEO direct blend fibers annealed at 65oC and 120oC
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The reason why 65oC was picked for annealing temperature is that this temperature
is below the melting temperature of PEO while above the glass transition temperature
of PLA. So we expect to see that strong PLA peaks showing up due to the cold
crystallization while PEO peak remains. According to Figure 57, we observed the
same phenomena as expected. After annealing at 120oC for 1 hr, PEO crystals all melt
and since PLA has a glass transition temperature above the crystallization temperature
of PEO which is at 40oC according to DSC data, PEO molecules are frozen in the
amorphous region of PLA and no crystallinity forms after cooling down. That is why
the PEO peaks disappear.

5.2.7

Mechanical Properties of PLA-PEO Cast Films and Fibers

One of the most important motivations for this study is to find a way to create
fibers with better mechanical strength since we found that pure melt electrospun PLA
fibers are too weak to apply to filtration application. Due to the high glass transition
temperature, melt electrospun PLA fibers are brittle. PEO as a plasticizer or elasticizer
has been long known for industries and academics. Blending PEO in the PLA as
observed can reduce the glass transition temperature thus help improve the flexibility
of the fibers. For solution electrospun fibers, we expect the same function of PEO in
the blends.
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Figure 58 Mechanical properties of PLA-PEO-NC cast system and solution
electrospun system from extrusion blend
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Figure 58 demonstrates the effects of PEO on the elastic modulus, yield strength
and break strain of the cast films and solution electrospun fibers from extrusion blend.
It is surprising that the trend of the mechanical property change is different for the cast
film system and electrospun fiber system. Modulus and yield strength are maximized
when 3 wt% of PEO is added into PLA. However at blending ratio of 1:1 for the
electrospun fibers, these two values reach their maximum. The inherent causes for
these two different trend lines lie on the crystallinity (Figure 59). For the cast films, 3
wt% of PEO acts as nucleating agent and increases the crystallinity of the cast film
from 29.7% to 41.5% resulting in great improvement in mechanical properties. And
then phase separation creates large amount of defects in the cast films when PEO is
above 3 wt% which leads to the decrease in mechanical strength. In the fiber system,
electrospinning as a dynamic process which introduces deformation in the system
homogenizes the distribution of PEO domain and breaks down the domain size. The
rapid solidification prevents the early agglomeration of large PEO domains in the
fibers and thus suppresses the adverse effect of extra PEO addition. In the meantime,
the nucleating effect of PEO prevails. So there are at least two counteract effects in the
system when adding PEO: the nucleating effect and defects created by the grain
boundary or else. Which effect prevails will determine the mechanical property
enhancement or detriment.
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Figure 59 Effect of PEO on the crystallinity of
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To summarize the effect of PEO on the mechanical properties of both cast films
and solution electrospun fibers, mechanical data are tabularized as Table 10.

Table 10 Mechanical properties of PLA-PEO-NC cast film and fibers from solutions

Modulus (Mpa)

Strength(Mpa)

Breaking Strain

Cast Films from Extrusion Blend
pla

495.4

37.3

0.28

pla-3peo

775.7

49.5

0.56

pla-10peo

440.3

35.2

0.72

pla-50peo

317.1

9.35

0.05

pla-10peo-3nc

428.4

31.4

0.18

Solution Electrospun Fibers from Extrusion Blend
pla

12.2

0.72

0.27

pla-3peo

17.6

1.33

1.04

pla-10peo

24.8

1.23

0.73

pla-50peo

41.4

2.56

0.58

pla-10peo-3nc

20.5

0.44

0.20

5.3 Results of Melt Electrospun PLA-PEO Fibers
5.3.1

Rheology of PLA-PEO Melts

The dynamic shear viscosity of PLA-PEO-EX depending on variant shear
frequency is shown in Figure 60. The general trend of the shear viscosity change when
adding PEO is illustrated in Figure 58b. Adding even a small amount of PEO into
PLA significantly reduces the shear viscosity of PLA-PEO blends thus enables
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possible melt electrospinning. The decreasing in shear viscosity is the result of
plasticization effect attributed to PEO. And there is no significant shear thinning
observed for all compositions.
As discussed in the melt electrospinning of pure PLA, shear viscosity is just one
factor to consider in melt electrospinning. Viscoelasticity of the melt is a critical factor
to achieve sub-micron sized fibers. To acquire information on the viscoelasticity of the
melts, loss modulus over storage modulus is plotted against shear frequency (Figure
60c). Across the frequency span, viscous behavior dominates the elastic behavior for
all the compositions. The addition of PEO presents two different influences on the
viscoelasticity of the melts. At low frequency below 10 s-1, PEO strengthens the elastic
property more while at high frequency increases the viscous property more. During
melt electrospinning, shear rate is comparable to the low frequency thus addition of
PEO enhances the elastic behavior of the melts and may count-act the positive effect
of boosts in melt conductivity brought by PEO.
Elongational viscosity is another factor to take into account and is critical to
obtaining small size fibers without breaking the jet. In this study, we did not
characterize the elongational viscosity of the melt and should be done in the future
work.
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Figure 60 Dynamic shear viscosity of PLA-PEO-EX as a function of a) temperature
and b) composition; c) viscoelastic property of PLA-PEO-EX at 200oC
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Figure 60 (Continued)
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5.3.2

Effect of Processing Conditions and PEO on Fiber Morphology

In regard to the effect of processing conditions on fiber morphology, we will focus
the effect of nozzle temperature as most of the effects are similar to the melt
electrospinning of pure PLA. Figure 61 shows PLA-3PEO-EX and PLA-50PEO-EX
fibers from melt electrospinning at 225oC and 255oC. The images clearly manifest that
increasing nozzle temperature (T2) reduces the fiber diameters for both PLA-30PEOEX and PLA-50PEO-EX. Nonetheless, the reduction percentage is higher for PLA3PEO-EX, which could be caused by the different viscoelasticity behavior of the
melts.
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Figure 61 SEM micrographs of a, b) PLA-3PEO-EX and c, d) PLA-50PEO-EX fibers
from melt electrospinning at 225oC (left) and 255oC (right); scale bar: 10 μm

Effect of PEO on fiber morphology is shown in Figure 62. The processing
conditions were: T1=200oC; T2=255 oC; T3=T4=25 oC; Q=0.005ml/min; V=15kV;
D=7.5cm and Dnozzle=0.21mm. The as-spun fibers of all compositions exhibit similar
diameter ranging from 1-3 μm. The bigger sized fibers result from the higher
viscoelasticity of the blend melts. The surface morphology of PLA-3PEO-EX and
PLA-10PEO-EX fibers is the same as pure PLA fibers: smooth and round-shaped. For
PLA-50PEO-EX fibers, the morphology is distinctive with the other two. Fibers tend
to melt together at the joint, which is due to the high content of PEO. The melt jet is
not fully quenched during the flight and causes PEO domains to melt together.
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Figure 62 SEM micrographs of PLA-3PEO-EX, PLA-10PEO-EX and PLA-50PEOEX fibers from melt electrospinning at the same condition

5.3.3

Thermal Properties of Melt Electrospun PLA-PEO Fibers

The thermal properties of fibers are studied to track the thermal history and
mechanical history of the fibers as we did in the previous chapters. The DSC scan
curves of melt electrospun PLA-3PEO-EX and PLA-50PEO-EX fibers are shown in
Figure 63. These fibers were electrospun at two different nozzle temperatures: 225oC
and 255oC. All curves exhibits some characteristic features: a cold crystallization peak
and a melting peak of PLA although PLA-3PEO shows an additional melting peak of
imperfect α crystals and PLA-50PEO shows the melting peak of PEO at around 57oC.
At nozzle temperature of 255oC, PLA-3PEO fibers only exhibit small amount of
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crystallinity (8%) which is slightly higher than the melt electrospun PLA fibers. Large
presence of PEO (50 wt%) suppresses the cold crystallization of PLA but it does
increase the crystallinity of PLA from 8.0% to 20.4%.
Besides the existence of PEO, nozzle temperature is another factor to affect the
thermal properties of fibers. After comparing the two sets of curves, we conclude that
at low nozzle temperature not only is the melting temperature and cold crystallization
temperature of PLA lower than at high nozzle temperature, but also the crystallinity is
smaller. The possible reason is that with the high nozzle temperature, fibers require
longer time to fully cool down and molecules have more time to crystallize or
crystallize into more perfect structures.
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Figure 63 First scan curve of DSC thermogram of PLA-3PEO-EX and PLA-50PEOEX from melt electrospinning at two different nozzle temperatures: 225oC and 255oC
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5.3.4

Structural Characteristics of Melt Electrospun Fibers

As indicated in the solution electrospun PLA-PEO fibers, fast solidification
during electrospinning prevents the crystal structure from formation, especially for the
slow crystallizable polymers. The relaxation time is much longer for PLA than the
residence time in which molecules can reorganize. Adding small amount of PEO does
not change the characteristic time of crystallization thus amorphous morphological
structure will be observed which is manifested in Figure 64.
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Figure 64 XRD patterns of melt electrospun PLA-PEO-EX fibers at all compositions
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For PLA-3PEO and PLA-10PEO fibers, there is a strong amorphous halo present
and only a tiny peak at 28o assigned to α structure is observable. The PLA-50PEO
fibers show strong α peak at 16.7o and typical PEO crystal peaks are detected. This is a
very interesting phenomenon since during solution electrospinning there is no strong
PLA peaks at 16.7o. We attribute this phenomenon to concomitant crystallization. Due
to the strong entanglement and interaction between PLA and PEO molecules, the
organization and crystallization of PEO creates free space and provides additional
energy for the oriented structures of PLA to crystallize. The interaction between two
species is critical in this case. Park and co-workers studied the crystallization behavior
of PLA and poly(butylenes succinate) and found that there was PLA crystal peaks
observed with existing PBS peaks [171].

5.3.5

Mechanical Properties of the Blend Fibers

The improvement of mechanical properties by blending PEO into PLA is already
shown in solution electrospun fibers. PLA-50PEO-EX fibers from solution
electrospinning display the strongest properties. However in melt electrospinning, due
to the strong adhesion between PLA-50PEO fibers shown in morphological studies.
The comparison is not meaningful in regard to the fiber strength. As an example,
PLA-10PEO fiber mats were tested and the data is listed in Table 11.
Compared to the pure PLA from melt electrospinning, the modulus is improved by
130% and the yield strength is increased by over 26%. However the break strain is not
superior to the pure PLA fibers with a moderate decrease.
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Table 11 Comparison between the mechanical properties of PLA and PLA-10PEO-EX
fibers from melt electrospinning at the same condition

Young’s Modulus(MPa)

Yield Strength(MPa)

Break Strain

PLA

18.0

0.38

0.34

PLA-10PEO

30.0

0.54

0.17

5.3.6

Application of PLA-PEO Blend Fibers on Filter Media

Cellulose filter media covered with 0.1g/sqft PLA-10PEO fibers were prepared
using rotational collector. The morphology of fibers on the filter media is shown in
Figure 65. The average fiber diameter is 2.6 μm with relative small deviation. The
obtained fibers have good adhesion with each other.

Figure 65 SEM micrograph of PLA-10PEO fibers on filter media
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The filtration efficiency of the filter media covered with 0.1g/sqft of PLA-10PEO
is shown in Figure 66. At dust particle size above 700nm, the filtration efficiency is
comparable among all the filter media. When dust particles size goes below that, the
advantage of using sub-micron fibers appears. With decreasing fiber size, the filtration
efficiency increases from 34.5% to 38.2% and finally reaches 47.4%.
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Figure 66 Filtration efficiency of filter media covered with 0.1g/sqft of 10 μm PLA
fibers, sub-micron PLA fibers and 2.6 μm PLA-10PEO fibers
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CHAPTER 6

SUB-MICRON SCALE POLYPROPYLENE FIBERS FROM SOLUTION
ELECTROSPINNING AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURE

Polyolefin non-woven fibers are to our great interest due to some of their
advantageous properties such as hydrophobic feature, good mechanical strength, good
chemical resistance, and so on. Gel spun UHMWPE fiber is the strongest fiber among
all synthetic fibers. It is approximately fifteen times stronger than steel of the same
weight while Kevlar fiber is only five times stronger. Polypropylene fiber is the
lightest synthetic fiber and comprises the majority of non-woven polyolefin fibers. In
recent years, sub-micron polyolefin fibers are sought to meet the demands in the field
of filtration, battery separators and protective coating because of the high surface area
to volume ratio.
Electrospinning has been widely studied during the past few years [172, 173].
Over a hundred polymers are reported to be successfully electrospun and jet thinning
always causes the deformation of the jet and thus changes the structures of resulting
fibers. In addition, the mechanism of jet thinning [34, 36, 146, 148] and the effects of
a variety of parameters [16, 26, 145, 173] are investigated for us to better understand
the electrospinning process. However, electrospinning of sub-micron polyolefin fibers
is still in early stages and only few studies have been published. Larrondo [12-14] was
the first reported to apply an electrical field to polyolefin melts to obtain their fiber
form, but the instabilities to cause thinning of the jet via the whipping motion had not
been explored, leading to the collection of thick (50 micron sized) fibers. Lyons [97,
98] and co-workers systematically studied the effect of processing conditions on
electrospinning polypropylene fibers from its melt and found that molecular weight
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was the most important factor in obtaining thin fibers. However, parameters such as
the temperature in the jet region were yet to be investigated to minimize the fiber
diameter as discussed in our previous paper [91].
Recently, exploring the possibility of producing superhydrophobic fiber mats
through electrospinning has been intensively carried out [174-177]. Superhydrophobic
materials are of great interest for anti-fouling and self-cleaning surfaces. Researchers
[174] in the Rutledge group studied the superhydrophobicity of poly (styrene-blockdimethylsiloxane) block copolymer fibers and concluded that it is attributed to the
combined effects of surface enrichment of siloxane and the surface roughness of the
fiber mat. Other researchers such as Singh and co-workers [176] synthesized a novel
fluoro-polymer to obtain superhydrophobic film via electrospinning. The wettability
of a film depends on the surface energy and surface roughness [178, 179] according to
the theory of roughness-induced hydrophobicity developed by Wenzel and CassieBaxter. Superhydrophobicity can be produced by generating sub-micron or micron
scale roughness on the inherently hydrophobic surface. Electrospinning can exactly
produce the roughness at this scale easily and is a promising method to introduce
superhydrophobicity to many materials though other methods are sought at the same
time. Porous isotactic polypropylene films are prepared by evaporating the solvent
from the gel at vacuum environment [180] and superhydrophobicity is observed with a
contact angle up to 160o. The surface roughness is determined at 300nm. Combined
methods of electrospinning and coating of hydrophobic materials are also reported in
several papers. For example, Ma et al. combined the methods of electrospinning and
initiated chemical vapor deposition to produce superhydrophobic poly(caprolactone)
surface coated with hydrophobic polymerized perfluoroalkyl ethyl methacrylate [175].
Generally speaking, electrospinning is utilized to generate a sub-micron scale
roughness and coating of the hydrophobic materials enables the superhydrophobicity.
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Electrospinning of polypropylene fibers can be a more straightforward, single-step
method to produce superhydrophobicity compared to the methods described above
which involves either complicated synthesis of hydrophobic materials or additional
coating.
In the current study, we set up an experimental device to carry out the solution
electrospinning of polyolefin at elevated temperature since polyolefin does not have
proper solvents at room temperature. The effects of spinning parameters--especially
nozzle temperature and spinning temperature--on fiber morphology are investigated.
The resulting fiber mats are characterized thoroughly and their morphology, thermal
properties, structural characteristics and superhydrophobic nature are discussed.
Finally, sub-micron polypropylene fibers are directly deposited onto filter media and
the enhancement in filtration efficiency for sub-micron scale dust particles is achieved.

6.1 Experiments
The experimental setup used in melt electrospinning was employed in our
electrospinning experiments at elevated temperature. Polyolefin solution is kept in a
reservoir at relatively low temperature enough to maintain the solution, while nozzle
temperature is adjusted to obtain the optimal spinning viscosity. Spinning region
temperature controls the solidification of the jet through balancing solvent evaporation
and gelling of the jet. Collector temperature controlling is a great addition to regulate
the crystallinity of fibers in line by annealing or quenching.
Two isotactic polypropylenes were employed in this study: one (PPMFI) with a
molecular weight of 129,000 and polydispersity of 2.8 from Clarcor and the other
(PPN) with a molecular weight of 176,000 and polydispersity of 1.8 from Dow
Chemical Co. HDPE (GHR 8110) and UHMWPE (GUR 4120) were provided by
Ticona, Inc. with a molecular weight of around 800,000 and 2 million respectively.
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PPN was exclusively used to study the effect of solution concentration on fiber
morphologies. So from now on, all polypropylene indicates PPMFI except where PPN
is marked. Variously concentrated PPN, 10 wt% of PPMFI, 10% wt% of HDPE and
1.5wt% of UHMWPE in decalin with 0.5 wt% of antioxidant were prepared separately
at 130oC. Each solution was loaded into a 5 mL syringe with an 18-gauge needle and
mounted in the spinning setup which had been preheated with T1 = 130oC, T2 = 155oC,
T3 = 95oC. Flow rate was set at 0.02 ml/min. T2 was varied from 140oC to 170oC to
study the effect of nozzle temperature. It is worth noting that the needle was connected
to a positive power supply and the collector to a negative power supply (Gamma High
Voltage) instead of ground in normal cases. The voltage on the needle is noted as V+
and collector as V- . V+ was set from 3 kV to 8 kV and V- at -12 kV with the
collecting distance D at 3 inches. Fibers were collected onto an aluminum plate.
To study the effect of molecular weight on heated solution electrospinning, PP
resins were thermally degraded at 235oC for various durations: 5 min, 10min and
30min. The molecular weight was then characterized by HTGPC. 25 wt% degraded
polypropylene in decalin solutions were prepared followed by electrospinning
experiments using the same procedures described above.
In the filtration efficiency study, a rotational collector with high voltage contact
was adopted with a rotational speed at around 10 rpm to homogeneously electrospin
PP fibers on filter media.
As-spun fibers were then subjected to various characterizations. Fiber size and
surface morphology were determined by a scanning electron microscopy (Leica 440).
Thermal properties were analyzed by differential scanning calorimetry (Seiko, DSC
220C) with heating rate at 10oC/min in nitrogen atmosphere until the temperature
reached 200oC. Structural studies were performed through XRD (Scintag, Inc. ThetaTheta Diffractometer) in the 2θ range of 5-35o, in steps of 0.02o and a scanning rate of
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3 degree per minute. Water contact angle was measured through Contact Angle
Analyzer manufactured by Electric Time Co. Inc. The collection efficiency of dust
particles in air was measured using a custom-built filtration efficiency tester. Dust
particles were counted before and after passing air through the filter media. Air was
fed at a rate of 6.9 cfm through each flat-sheet filter and the collection efficiency of
dust particles in the size range of 0.03 to 5 μm was measured.

6.2 Processing Conditions and Morphology
Heated solution electrospinning belongs to the category of solution electrospinning
in which processing parameters such as solution concentration, flow rate, spinning
voltage, spinning temperature and collecting distance play very important role in
affecting the electrospinning process and morphologies of consequent fiber.

6.2.1

Effect of Nozzle Temperature

In our polyolefin solution electrospinning at elevated temperature, we found
needle temperature and spinning temperature are critical to the success of
electrospinning as in melt electrospinning of PLA [91]. They are collectively the same
for the control of jet solidification but differ in the mechanism. For melt
electrospinning, nozzle temperature is the key to controlling melt viscosity but is
limited by the decomposition temperature of polymers [91]. While in solution
electrospinning, nozzle temperature is set to an optimal value between solution gelling
temperature and solvent boiling temperature. For 10 wt% of PP in decalin solution and
T1 below 140oC or above 170oC, there are no fibers obtained because of either fast
gelling or fast solvent evaporation. Figure 67 shows the operable temperature window
of nozzle temperature and its effect on the average diameter of polypropylene fibers
collected at the same conditions. To obtain sub-micron scale fibers, 155oC was found
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to be the optimum nozzle temperature. At this temperature, smallest fibers with the
least variation were produced.
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Figure 67 Effect of nozzle temperature on the average diameter of electrospun PP
fibers

6.2.2

Effect of Concentration on Fiber Morphologies

Concentration is another important factor which influences fiber morphology, such
as formation of beads or smooth fibers. Fibers obtained from 10 wt% solution exhibit
both beads and fibers (Figure 68). The size of fibers ranges from 250 nm to 500 nm,
while bead diameters are close to 10 μm. As concentration increases, the number of
beads decreases and eventually approaches zero. Only at concentrations above 25 wt%
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could smooth fibers with relatively large diameter be obtained. Fibers collected from
30 wt% PP in decalin solution have diameter ranging from 3 μm to 20 μm. The
concentration not only affects the viscosity of the solution but also controls indirectly
the evaporation of the solvent since decalin has a high boiling point at 176oC. An
increase in PP content in solutions gradually eliminates the multi-mode distributions
of beads and fibers to form homogeneous fibers.

10 wt% PP/decalin

15 wt% PP/decalin

25 wt% PP/decalin

30 wt% PP/decalin

Figure 68 Effect of solution concentration on the morphology of electrospun PP fibers
(30 micron scale bar)
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6.2.3

Effect of Molecular Weight

The molecular weight of degraded polypropylene is potted against the degradation
time and we find that the weight average molecular weight decreases faster than
number average molecular weight (Figure 69). In other words, the polydispersity of
polypropylene is decreasing as degradation time increases. The number average
molecular weight is too small to measure accurately at 30 min and the polydispersity
is irrational at this case.
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Figure 69 Molecular weight of polypropylene depending on degradation time at 235oC
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a
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c

Figure 70 SEM micrographs of degraded polypropylene fibers or droplets: a) 5 mins b)
10 mins c) 30 mins
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SEM images of the degraded polypropylene fibers are shown in Figure 70.
Continuous fibers can be successfully electrospun from degraded PP for 5min and the
fiber size is considerably smaller than those with original molecular weight. For
10min, small fibers with droplet of various sizes are obtained and for 30 min, there is
no fiber at all.

6.2.4

Other Parameters

Conductivity is a key parameter in determining the charge density of the solutions,
and is thus closely related to the stretching force during electrospinning.
Polyolefin/decalin solution has an extremely low conductivity compared to other
typical polar solutions which makes the initiation of electrospinning difficult. The
combination of positive polarity on the needle and negative polarity on the collector
helps the jet eject out of the needle and experience greater stretching force by
differentiate the potential of the collector with the grounded heated spinning chamber.
Another method to compensate for the low conductivity of solutions is to add highly
conductive salt to the solution. Lithium chloride is reported to work well for this
purpose [33].
For completeness, SEM images of HDPE and UHMWPE fibers from decalin
solutions are shown in Figure 71. From this point on, our studies will be focused only
on polypropylene fibers. Detailed studies on HDPE and UHMWPE fibers will be
available in forthcoming papers.
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Figure71 SEM images of HDPE and UHMWPE fibers; 10 wt% of HDPE and 1.5wt%
of UHMWPE in decalin were used in each case (10 μm scale bar)
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6.2.5

Thermal Properties and Crystal Structures

Isotactic polypropylene has three types of crystal structures: α, β and γ crystal
form. α structure is thermodynamically the most stable phase and the primary form
under normal processing conditions. β crystals are usually obtained by shearing PP
melts or through designed crystallization with a special nucleating agent. PP with β
crystals exhibits a better impact strength and toughness than in α crystals [181]. γ
crystals can be formed during crystallization under high pressure (above 200 MPa)
and have not been studied in all aspects.
It has been reported by many authors that electrospun fibers exhibit to some
extent meta-stable phases [79, 80, 82] possibly due to two reasons: deformation of the
jet and fast solidification (fast solvent evaporation or/and rapid temperature drop).
Elongational deformation in electrospinning processes tends to align polymer
molecules, and subsequent rapid solidification can freeze the alignment of molecules.
Sub-micron sized PP fibers obtained in the current study also exhibit meta-stable β
crystals (see Figure 72). For as-received PP resins, there is only one endothermic peak
around 162.5oC which is the melting peak for α crystal phase. DSC curves for two
different fibers are also shown in the Figure. One is collected with the collector
temperature (T4) at 40oC (denoted as PPF-40) and the other is collected at 120oC
(PPF-120) with all other conditions the same. As shown in the Figure, for PPF-40,
there is a small shoulder with the main endothermic peak at lower temperature around
146.9oC, while the curve for PPF-120 has four distinct peaks. Two are α melting and
the other two are β melting peaks. This peak splitting is closely associated with a
degree of perfection of the crystals. PPF-40 fibers are collected at a temperature where
PP crystallizes really slowly, whereas PPF-120 fibers may have enough thermal
energy to recrystallize at 120oC which can cause the splitting [182, 183]. The heat of
fusion for pure isotactic polypropylene is taken as 188J/g and the crystallinity
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calculated based on this value for PPF-40 is 53.0%. The crystallinity of PPF-120
exceeds 59.4% assuming that the heats of fusion for α and β are the same. It can be
explained that part of the deformed structures are frozen in the fibers at 40oC and for
PPF-120, the high collecting temperature enables PP molecules with more energy to
recrystallize thus increases the total crystallinity of as-spun fibers.

0
PPPD

Exothermic (-->)

PPF-40
PPF-120

-2
β

-4
α

80

100

120

140

160

180

Temperature (oC)

Figure 72 DSC curves for PP resin, PP fibers collected at 40oC and 120oC

These structural changes of PP fibers are further confirmed by the XRD studies
(see Figure 73) in which we investigate the relationship between fiber diameter and β
content as well as the effect of collecting temperatures. The most distinct change for
fibers is the β (300) peak at around 16.2 degrees. After deconvolution of the XRD
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curves, we can obtain the detailed phase composition in each fiber system. The β
content is estimated based on the calculation of the Turner Jones parameter, kβ, given
by [184]

kβ = I β (300) /(I β (300) + Iα (110) + Iα (040) + Iα (130) )
These data are compiled into Table 12. According to the Table, PPF-120 exhibits a
higher crystallinity (65.0%) than PPF-40 (53.6%) which agrees with our DSC study.
The degree of β content is also larger for PPF-120 (26.9%) than that for PPF-40
(8.1%). It suggests that the frozen elongated structures crystallize into β crystals at
120oC, which is relative stable at this temperature, so no significant transformation
from β to α crystals takes place. However, at 40oC, they remain amorphous structures.
To confirm the assumption of relating β content to deformed structures, a fiber sample
with an average diameter of 10 microns were prepared at 120oC with the same
conditions but a higher concentration. The fibers are understood to experience a lower
degree of extension. It has a slightly lower crystallinity (63.4%) compared to PPF-120
(65.0%), while the β composition is significantly smaller than PPF-120 (19.0% vs.
26.9%). Therefore, we can conclude that the β composition is due to the strong
deformation during the process: the stronger the deformation, the higher the β content.
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Figure 73 XRD reflection patterns for PP resin, sub-micron PP fibers acquired at 40oC
and 120oC and a PP fiber sample with 10 micron size prepared at 120oC

Table 12 Crystallinity and β content of PP resin and fibers

PP Resin

PPF-40

PPF-120

PPF-120-10micron

Crystallinity (%)

40.2

53.6

65.0

63.4

kβ (%)

0

8.1

26.9

19.0
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6.2.6

Hydrophobicity

As mentioned in the Introduction, electrospinning of inherently hydrophobic
polypropylene may result in superhydrophobicity. In this study, the water contact
angle of three samples are measured: a compression molded PP film, a fiber mat with
large fibers of 10 micron scale, and a fiber mat with a mixture of small fibers and
beads of sub-micron scale. According to Figure 74, the smooth PP film surface
presents a water contact angle of 94o. It is observed that the degree of hydrophobicity
is significantly enhanced in our electrospun PP fiber mats. The sub-micron scale fibers
even exhibit superhydrophobocity with a water contact angle of 154o. Due to the loose
surface morphology, surface plots through AFM are unavailable for the evaluation of
surface roughness. However, after examining our fiber mat using SEM (see Figure
75), it is suggested that sub-micron sized fibers have much larger surface area and the
number density of fibers is larger for the sub-micron scale fiber mat. And these two
factors have great influences on the hydrophobicity of the fiber mat. For PP mats with
small fiber size, there are more fibers underlying the water droplet and therefore more
repellence can be observed.
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Figure 74 Water contact angle of three different surfaces: compression molded PP
film, PP mat of 10 micron scale fibers and PP mat of sub-micron scale fibers

100µ
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30µm

Figure 75 SEM images of mat of 10 micron scale fibers and sub-micron scale fibers,
and a water drop on their surfaces
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Figure 75 (Continued)

6.2.7

Filtration Efficiency of Sub-micron PP Covered Filter Media

Our final discussion is the filtration efficiency of cellulose filter media covered
with PPF-120, shown in Figure 76. The collection efficiency of dust particles in the
size range of 0.03 to 5 μm was measured for filter media with and without additional
PP fibers. The improvement in the filtration efficiency by laying sub-micron
polypropylene fibers on filter media is clearly illustrated in the Figure. It is observed
that the enhancement in filtration efficiency due to PP fibers increases with decreasing
the dust size.
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Figure 76 Comparison of filtration efficiency between the raw filter media and the
filter media covered with sub-micron PP fibers for different dust particle size

The top view of PP fibers deposited on the filter media is obtained by SEM (Figure
77). The thicker fibers around 10-30 microns in SEM images are cellulose fibers from
the base filter media and sub-micron sized electrospun PP fibers on filter media
exhibit a uniform distribution in their diameter near 800nm. Although this is believed
to be slightly larger than the optimal fiber diameter below 250 nm, we note that the
increase in the pressure drop across the filter media with PP fibers was still negligible
possibly due to a smaller amount of PP fibers (0.15 g/sqft of filter media).
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Figure 77 SEM images of filter media covered with PPF-120
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

Electrospinning is a versatile tool for producing nano-sized fibers and has been
widely studied in many aspects. Over a hundred polymers have been successfully
electrospun from their liquid state, mostly solutions. The electrospun fibers are mostly
presented as a fiber mat which comprises random oriented nanofibers. These nanosized fibers have extremely high surface area to volume ratio up to 10,000 m2/g and
useful in a number of applications such as water and air filtration, tissue scaffold and
sensor with high sensitivity. In this study, we focused on two polymer categories:
biodegradable and biocompatible polylactic acid and widely used polyolefin system.
Polylactic acid is slow crystallizable polymer and during electrospinning
crystallization is totally suppressed which eliminates the complications involved. We
investigated the effect of processing parameters and inclusion of nanoclay and
biocompatible polyethylene oxide on the structures and properties of electrospun
fibers. It was found that in solution electrospinning, effects of most of the parameters
are similar to the reported results in other papers. Concentration determines the
solution viscosity and surface tension which is critical to obtain continuous thin fibers.
The addition of highly conductive salt increases the conductivity of solutions and
makes the fiber more uniform and bead-free.
We have demonstrated that inclusion of nanoclay enhances the formation of
oriented structures in electrospun fibers, which gives rise to substantial cold
crystallization between 100oC and 130oC. The intercalated morphologies are preserved
during electrospinning. Our results also reveal that electrospinning induces β PLA
crystal structure with a fibrillar morphology and the addition of nanoclay enhances the
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formation of β crystal structure. This change in molecular structures due to inclusion
of nanoclays during electrospinning is shown to significantly increase the mechanical
properties of the electrospun fibers and influence the biodegradability. The elastic
strength and modulus increases in a non-linear way as the nanoclay concentration
increases. 5 wt% is the saturation concentration for nanoclay regarding its effect on
the mechanical property of electrospun PLA fibers.
Blending PEO in PLA reduces the glass transition temperature of PLA thus
improves the elasticity of PLA. Our studies on the PLA and PEO blend system shows
that composition of the blends greatly influences the structures and properties of both
their cast films and electrospun fibers. At low concentration (<10 wt%), PLA and PEO
are soluble in each other and no significant phase separation is observed. The addition
of PEO causes melting temperature depression of PLA. At PEO composition of 50
wt%, phase separation is observed which leads to the strong crystal peak of PEO in
XRD studies.
Besides the effects of composition, blending method has significant effects on
structures and properties of the blends. The method of direct blending through
solutions shows large PEO domain size and poorer domain distribution. On the
contrary, extrusion blending creates small and well dispersed PEO domains and it is
found to play an important role in controlling the structures and properties as well. In
the blend system, effects of PEO comprise two counter-acting sides: boosting
crystallization and bringing defects and phase separation. The optimal composition is
the point where these two effects are in equilibrium.
The optimal value of the composition is distinctively different for the cast films
and electrospun fibers. For the cast films, 3 wt% of PEO in PLA shows the highest
PLA crystallinity and thus results in the highest mechanical properties. For
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electrospun fibers, 50 wt% of PEO in PLA makes the highest combined crystallinity
and shows the strongest mechanical strength.
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